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fT A FE NEW MEXICAN
ADDRESSES

CONGRESS REPEALS
NEW MEXICO LAW CONGRESS WILL

BY

EMINENT MEN

Conference of
ernors to Be

GovIm-

portant Affair
TAKES

PLACENEXT

WEEK

Will Discuss Best Means of
Conserving Natural Re
sources of U. S.
Washington, May 9. The list of
speakers for the Governors' Conference on natural resources, to be held
nt the White House next week, together with their subjects, Is as follows:
Professor. Emory R. Johnson, of
Philadelphia, "Navigation."
H. S. Putnam, New York, "Power."

Professor T. C, Chamberlain, Chicago., "Soil."
R. A. Long, Kansas City, "Forests."
Dr. George M. Kober, Washington,
"Sanitation."
Hon. George C. Pardee, Oakland,
California, "Reclamation."
Judge Joseph M. Carey, Cheyenne,
Wyoming, "Land LawB."
Hon. H. A. Jastro, Bakersfleld, California, "Grazing and Stock Raising."
Dr. I. C. White, Montgomery, West
Virginia, "Mineral Fuels."
Dr. James J.
St.
Hill,
Paul,

"Transportation."
Labor Leader One of Speakers
In addition to these John Mitchell,
former president of the United Mine
Workers of America, will lead the discussion on coal mining.
For the discussion of each topic was

selected the most eminent expert
known to the advisers of the president
and the man who could give to the
conference the most authoritative information. The selections were made
without consideration of the experts
in the service of the federal government, as it was' considered wiser that
all Information

should come from

out-

side and Independent sources. All of
to
the men selected have consented
'
'
"
take 'part. Professor Johnson Is1 recognized aa
an eminent authority on navigation.
He Is the professor of transportation
and commerce In the University of
Pennsylvania, and has written several
books on water transportation;
He
waa at one time a member of the Isthmian Canal commission.
Mr. Putnam Is a civil engineer of
New York who has devoted much of
his energy and ability to the electrification of railroads. In collaboration
with his partner, Mr. Stlllwell, he
wrote a work on the substitution of
electric motors for the 48,000 steam
,

locomotives in use In the United
States. This was published in 1907,
and Is regarded as the most compreMr.
hensive work on this subject.
Putnam's firm are consulting engineers in the consideration of the electrification of the New York Central,
The New York, New Haven and Hartford, and the New York subway.
Address By Soil Expert.
Professor Chamberlain Is the senior
professor of geology In the University
of Chicago. He was at one time connected with the federal geological survey. Then he became president of the
University of Wlsconson and state
geologist of Wisconsin. He is now
president of the American association
for the Advancement of Science. He Is
probably the foremost advocate of the
doctrine, now commonly accepted by
scientists, that properly cultivated
soil gains in richness as the years go
V
;, '
by.
R. A. Long of Kansas City, who
will speak on the forests, is a prominent lumberman, and will discuss his
subject from the lumberman's standpoint. He is now cutting southern pine
and his firmhas retail yards in many
parts of the central west Mr. Long
has written papers on the timber ques-- t
lon, in which he takes a broad view
of the necessity of conservation.
Dr. George M. Kober has been called the most useful citizen of the District of Columbia. He is dean of the
faculty of Georgetown University, and
was one of the leading promoters of
the Sanitary League. This organiza-

Senate
Resolution
Passes House
Unanimously Act Regulates Procedure In Damage Suits.
susWashington, May 9. Under
pension of the rules the House today
on a yea and nay vote passed unani
mously the Senate resolution repealing the act of the territorial legislature of New Mexico which was passed
over the governor's veto March 11,
1903. The territorial act deals with
civil procedure in personal injury
cases.
The resolution now goes to
the President for signature, having
passed the Senate In March.
Representative Birdsall of Iowa,
having charge of the bill, declared
that the law was the most remarkable niece of legislation ever enacted.
Instead of being "An act to regulate
the law and procedure in certain
cas'eR," he said, "it should nave been
entitled: 'An act to prevent the recovery of damages for Injuries received in accidents or otherwise upon
railroads within the territory of New
Mexico." It was, he asserted, an Iniquitous not of the legislature and
demonstrated the wisdom of the law
given to Congress to absolutely control legislation in the territories. The
passage of the resolution was urged
by Representative Henry of Texas,
who characterized the act of the legislature as infamous. In the opinion
of Representative Clayton of Alabama, no laymen could read the law
of the New Mexico legislature without being horrified at its outrages.
The law he charged was passed at
tne instance of the railroads which
he said tyranized the people of New
Mexico and deprived them of justice.
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BILLS

Early Closing Sounds Doom
of Many Important Measures Now Pending.

y

to the New Mexican.
Washington, May 9. Delegate W.
H. Andrews has worked very hard
during the past ten days to secure the
passage of tho bill introduced in the
Senate two weeks ago by Senator
Knox for and on behalf of Senator
Boles Penrose, appropriating the sum
of 50,000 for the expenses of the In
ternational, Exhibition at Albuquerque
in connection with the sessions of the
National Irrigation-- , ConSixteenth
v
gress.
v,
Finding that it would be very diffi
cult to procure the passage of this
measure," Senator Penrose who has re
covered from his recent very serious
attack of pneumonia, today introduced
at the request of Delegate Andrews an
amendment to the sundry civil appropriation bill appropriating the sum of
$50,000 for the expenses of the International' Exhibition In connection
with the Sixteenth National Irrigation
Congress to be held in Albuquerque
September 29.
The amendment was accepted and
may remain in the bill. Both Gover
nor Curry and Delegate Andrews are
doing their level best to have this
11

done.

RATON TUNNEL IS
ALL BUT COMPLETED
Will Be Turned Over to 8anta Fe
Railway Not Later Than May
Twenty-fifth-

Raton, N. M

.

May 9.

The

$1,000,-00-

0

SUSPECTED OF BEING
I

TRADE EXCURSION
TO ESTANCIA VALLEY
Santa Fe Business Men Will Make
Pilgrimage to Towns Along Santa
Fe Central Next Thursday.

arrangements have been completed for a trade excursion special
which will be run under the auspices
All

Of

Santa Fi
-

omini.'irt.l

CJiib 'O

Estancia valley next Thursday. Every
business interest of Santa Fe will be
represented and the club has engaged
the Perez band to accompany the special and the business men of each valley town will be serenaded.
The trip Is made for tae purpose
of meeting the business men along
the road of the Santa Fe Central railway in order to get acquainted with
them. In fact the business Interests
of the valley and the Capital City are
mutual and it is no more than right
that they should know each other better. If the Commercial Club has ever
done anything In the interest of Santa Fe, this move certainly is in the
right direction, and every business interest of this city should lend a helping hand.
The special train will consist of an
engine, caboose and two passenger
coaches. The schedule for the train
is as follows:
Leave Santa Fe at 7:30 a. m.; arrive Kennedy 8:30, where a stop of
ten minutes will be made. Arrive
Stanley 9:55, where a stop of thirty
minutes will be made; arrive Dibert
10:35, stop ten minutes; arrive Mori-art11:05, stop 45 minutes; arrive
Mcintosh 12:10 p. m., stop twenty
plnutes; arrive Estancia 12:50, where
a stop of one hour and thirty minutes
will be made and the excursiouists
the
At Willard
will take dinner.
train will arrive 2:45 p. ra. and will
return leaving Willard at 4:35 p. m.
and arrive at Estancia 5:04 and a stop
for supper of one hour and sixteen
minutes will be made. The special
will arrive in Santa Fe at 9:30 p. m.
E. N. Peden, superintendent of machinery of the Santa Fe Central will
accompany the train and see to the
comfort and safety of the passengers.
y
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Detectives Take Innocent Woman
to Custody, Thinking She Was
Mrs. Belle Grunness.

In-

LESS STATESMEN

Syracuse, N. Y., May 9. Two travel- Ing men who left for New York on an
east uound train after 10 o clock last
night reported to the police at Rochester that they had seen two women one
of
resembling Mrs. Belie Gunn-essLaporte, Indiana, the alleged murderess who were passengers on the train.
Two detectives from Syracuse boarded the train here and arrested tho woWARS
ARE
WON
man. Th-- suspected woman said she
was Mrs. L. A. Horron and her companion was her mother and they were
on
their way to New York. This morn- The Man Behind the Gun i
Claims Supremacy as Coming after a long interview with Mrs.
the One to Whom
mander in Chief to Deal Horron, Chief of Police Cadin said she
did not answer the description. At the
Credit is Due,
With Military Affairs.
request of the woman he forwarded a
telegram addressed to Mrs. Charles P.
San Francisco, May 9. Rear AdmiWashington, May 9. Three mem- Rockefeller, New York. The mother
ral Evans bade a personal farewell to
bers of tho Uni'ed States Senate have gave her name as Mrs. Lucy Burton.
tho officers of his command at the
received
Sister In New York Heard From.
letters
from
President
New York, May 9. Mrs. Charles P. banquet given last night in honor of
Roosevelt within the last few days,
declaring his supremacy, as chier ex- Rockefeller of this city, a sister of the visit of tho Atlantic fleet by the
He was
ecutive, in all matters connected with Mrs. L. A. Herron arrested at Syra- city of San Francisco.
the army and navy. The letters have cuse last night said today that Mrs. wheeled Into the room, and In a charcreated a mild spnsatlon and it is not Herron lived all her life in Franklin, acteristic fifteen minute address deunlikely they will precipitate a confer- Pennsylvania and her husband, who clared that what is needed to preence of Republican members.
at VIcksburg, serve the peace of the world Is more
The died last Christmas
battleships and fewer statesmen. As
letters are In defense of his course Mississippi, was formerly
in discharging without honor th-- neof the Sethness company of Chi- to armor belts, the admiral declared,
gro soldiers he believed to be guilty cago, a concern manufacturing flavor- it made no difference whether they
of shooting up the town or Browns- ing extracts. She said her sister was were at the water line or whether
ville, Texas, and his action in banish- on her way here to search for employ- they were made oi leather, wood or
egg shells. "It is the men who can
ing Colonel William F. Stewart to an ment when arrested.
abandoned military post in a desert Resident of Franklin, Pennsylvania. shoot the straightest and stand punsection of Arizona.
Franklin, Pa., May 9. Mrs. L. A. ishment the longest who win battles,"
The third letter came yesterday to Herron, who was arrested at Syracuse he declared, "and It is of such stuff
Senator Stewart, of Vermont. A few New York, last night on suspicion or that the American navy is made."
Admiral Evans was cheered timet
days ago during the debate upon the being Mrs. Belle Gunness, of Laporte,
Brownsville
case, Senator Stewart Indiana, the arch murderess, lives In and time again. The banquet was
asked a question indicating that he the country about eight miles from given in the white and gold dining
had doubt as to tire wisdom of extend- here. She resides with her mother, rooms of the St. Francis hotel.
Evans Relinquishes Command.
ing to the president the power of pass- Mrs. Lucy Burton, an nged lady. She
and without any
Unostentatiously
In
on
was
the
innocence
or
of
reared
this vicinity and the
ing
guilt
Rear Admiral
applying for reinstatement In family has always borne a good repu- unusual ceremony,
command of
Evans
today
relinquished
view of tho fact that it appeared the tation.
fleet to Rear Admiral
the
Atlantic
Not
all
of
believes
of
Mrs.
Gunness.
the
Body
president
negroes
Charko :.l. Thomas. Worn out with
to have been guilty of complicity in
Laporte, Ind., May 9. Dr. H. H. his
exertions of last night Admiral
the affray.
one
of the physicians who perLong,
Evans
rested in his room at the
formed an autopsy on the body of the
hotel
His flag on the Connectoday.
woman found In the ruins of the GunLAUNCH SWEPT
ticut was hauled down at 10:30 o'clock
ness home after the fire said today:
morning with a salute of 13 guns
OVER BIG DAM "In my opinion the body of the wo- this
inman found In the house Is not that of from the warships. At the same
Thomas
Admiral
of
stant
the
red
flag
Four Girls Meet Death in Watery Mrs. Gunness because it is not corfloating on the Minnesota was hauled
rectly proportioned. It Is that of a down
Grave on Neosho River Near
with similar honors and Admi
woman
of
same
rather
the
genplump
Emporia, Kansas.
ral
Thomas
by his
accompanied
eral contour of Mrs. Gunness but who
entered a barge and was conaides,
1G0
150
and
between
pounds.
Emporia, Kans., May 9. Four young weighed
Mrs. Gunness was literally a succes- veyed to the flagship Connecticut
Admiral Thomas will command but
ranging in age from sixteen sion of billows of flesh
and weighed
to eighteen 'years, wet drowned' last
'
five days when he will be succeeded
"
225 pounds."
night in the Neosho river at Hart- fully
Rear Admiral CharleB N. Sperry
Dr. Long added that he found the by
ford, near here. The dead are:
on May 15.
body almost five inches shorter than
ELMA WEBSTER. '
May Be Made
Mrs. Gunness. He scorned the suggesEDITH WEBSTER.
was stated today that the effort
It
tion that the missing head of the body
GRACE LITTLE.
to have the rank of Vice Admiral conhad been consumed in the "fire, saying
BESSIE LAWRENCE.
ferred upon Evans will be continued
in company with Kate Griffith, Mary that if the fire had been so intense with renewed energy. Secretary of
the heads of the children would also
Griffith, Carol Lytle, Emil Strenhouse
the Navy Metcalf is quoted as saying
been missing.
have
and Howard Lyon, they were cruising
that he will do all in his power to
on the river in a gasoline launch.
bring this about. Evans leaves for
When a short distance above the wa- CHILDREN SEE
Washington this evening. Evans will
terworks dam the gasoline gave out
go east over the Southern Pacific,
FATHER MURDERED Union
and the engine stopped, allowing the
Pacific, Chicago and Northboat to drift with the current. Lyons,
western and Pennsylvania lines in the
With Fear Little Ones
who immediately saw the impending Paralyzed
private car Sunset, arriving in WashStand Helplessly By as Fiend.
out
boat
of
and
the
danger, plunged
ington on Wednesday next.
Hacks Parent to Death.
heroically endeavored to run It ashore
but his strength gave way and the
Albuquerque, N. M., May 9. Juan EXCURSION ON
launch and its occupants were swept
a well known ranchman, livValdez,
over the dam.
MEMORIAL DAY
a
short
distance from Cabezon,
ing
Lyons rescued Mary Griffith and
county, about sixty-fiv- e
Carol Lytle, while Kate Griffith float- Sandoval
miles northwest of Albuquerque, was Santa Fe Central Railway Will Run a
ed down the river some distance and
Special Train Here From Estanwas rescued by a farmer who was at- murdered with an axe Monday night
cia Valley on That Date.
as
he lay in bed with his children at
tracted by her cries.
his home. Albino Gurule and Antonio
S. B. Grimshaw, assistant to the
Gonzales, who are missing, are susof the Santa Fe Central railpresident
TWO NIGHT RIDERS
of
pected
committing the inhuman
to run
has
made
way,
KILLED BY PLANTER. crime. Word of the murder reached another excursionarrangements
from
to
Santa
Fe
Albuquerque only yesterday as the
the Estancia valley towns on Memorof
scene
over
crime
is
the
miles
fifty
Grower
Tobacco
Nervy Kentucky
from Bernalillo, the nearest railroad ial day.
Takes Law Into His Own Hands
Santa Fe Post No. 1, Grand Army
point and county seat of Sandoval
to Protect Property.
of the Republic will have special Mem
county.
on May 30th and
According to the meager details of orial day exercises
will make special low
this
railroad
Frankfort, Ky., May 9. The adju- the crime received
men
yesterday, the
tant general's department has been rode
rates in order to induce all veterans
up to the house in the dead of
notified of an encounter between a
of the Civil War from the valley to
some
rehours
after Valdez had
Madison county tobacco night
come
prominent
here and attend the exercises.
tired. The murdered man
in a
grower and a band of night riders bed with his two children. slept
The schedule of the special train as
which took place a few nights ago,
One of the murderers lighted a well as the complete program for the
the details of which were rigidly sup- candle while
the other deliberately day, will be published in the New
pressed.
struck
the prostrate man a fearful Mexican in due time. The Santa FeColonel E. W. Lillard, commanding
hunthree
expects to bring
. .
,
mtu au aAC, BLUiLUug lilts uvaU j Central
, .
,
v
the troops patrolling this part of the wjwn and
u
open
practically severing it from
state, obtained information that two his
here
old
soldiers
and
the
body. According to the tale told Capital City
entertain
negroes were shot and killed, and that
a
little son of Valdez, they then will make arrangements
by
towns
a white man was badly wounded in
from
the
veterans
valley
the
the weltering corpse in the
an attack upon a tobacco growers' wrapped
royally.
bedding and carried it off on horseplant bed.
back to the bed "of an arroyo some
A half dozen masked men called on
three miles distant and partially bur- SERIOUS UPRISING
a farmer who had refused to cut out led
off hurriedly toward
It,
the crop this year, and premptorily Cabezon.riding
IN CHINESE PROVINCE
demanded that he destroy the young
It anneara from thn Information
to
Government Troop
plant bed. Upon his refusal, they available that the children
Rebel'
paralyzed ,
started to scrape the bed themselves, with terror did not
Rout-ros- sess
rm u
rrencn
'
the
dare
leave
when he opened fire upon them with house
' 8aldl
until morning when they gave'
"
Two negroes fell dead
a shotgun.
the
alarm
,
described the men who
and
and an arm was shot off a white man,
9.
Pekin, May
murdered their father. An lnvestiga-- '
Alarming news has
who is said to be a prominent citizen
tion resulted in the finding of the been received here regarding the
of the community.
Sheriff Sandoval was notified sress of a revolutionary movement In
at once went in search of the Yun Nan province, on the Ton King
and
LAND OFFICE MAKES
a border. There nave been three enIMPORTANT RULING murderers, being accompanied by
gagements there recently between the
large force of deputies,
been
learned here of rebel8 an provincial troops in which
Nothing has
Captain F. C. Dezendorf, chief of the motive for the terrible crime. Val- - the former were victorious. Laohu
special agents of the general land of- dez was well and favorably known. Pass is In their possession and the
after He was in Albuquerque in the early seaport of Meng Tsze is endangered,
fice, has been notified that
May 2d the examination of actual set- part of March and served on the petit The French minister to China has
tlers on government lands in New territorial jury, in the district court, been asked to aid in suppressing the
Mexico and Arizona will be made by He was a widower.
movement The rebels possess French
arms and are Baid to have been
his department instead of by examiners of surveys as heretofore.
for wedding cards and ed h Frenchmen.
announcements, at the New Mexican
.
'
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
Subscribe for the New Mexican,
Printing company, Santo Fe.

This is Best Way to

Efforts Being Made Writes Letters to
Senators Who
to End Session
Criticize Him
on That Date

Washington, May 9. Strong efforts
are being made to have Congress adjourn not later than two weeks from
today.
Representative Tawney announces that the committee on appropriations of which he is chairman will
begin work on the general deficiency
bill today and he will try to report
this measure by next Thursday. This
Is the last big appropriation bill and It
will probably go through the House
Without discussion.
The public buildings bill will be reported by the committee on buildings
and grounds as soon as Chairman
Bartholdt is sure of a right of way for
it. It is conceded that this measure
will be rushed through the House.
A leader in the Senate and an Important member of the finance committee is quoted as saying yesterday
that he believed Congress would adjourn not later than May 23. Tho only
WORKING HARD
legislation which he thought probable
FOR APPROPRIATION outside of the appropriation bills, a
child labor' bill for the District of Coto Sundry lumbia and a possible campaign pub-IcitIntroduced
Amendment
Civil Bill Granting $50,000 for Exbill, was an emergency currency
bill.
penses of Exhibition.
Special

SS

mm

W 23

tunnel through Raton mountain,
work on which was started by the
Langtry Construction company, April
1, 1907, Is practically completed and
will be ready to be turned over to
the Santa Fe Railway about May 25.
According to the contract the tunnel was to have been completed in
one year, the construction company
receiving a bonus of $100 a day for
every day less than a year if they
completed it, and for every day over
that year they were to pay to the Santa
Fe railway $100. The construction
company will lose about $5,000 of its
profit, as it is now paying $100 a day
forfeit and has done this since April 1.
Since the work was started only
three men have been killed, two from
rock falls and one from an explosion. MONEY LITERALLY
Only a few were injured, but many
FLOWS INTO BANKS
became sick and an average of 10
men a month have been in the hospital. Upward of 500 men have been Deposits of New York Institutions
Which Are Members of Clearing
employed constantly on the work. The
House Show Large Increase
tion has constructed healthful dwel- new tunnel is about 30 feet lower than
road
will
one
old
the
the
and
relieve
is
renting
lings in Washington, and
them to the poor at rates lower than from using many helper engines in '' New York, May 9. A steady inflow
were formerly paid for unsanitary pushing trains over the mountain.
of money Into New York banks has
hovels. As a member of the commistoday increased the deposits of those
sion on water supply improvement for BILL GRANTING PENSION
which are members of the clearing
Kober took a leading
the District,-Dr- .
TO WIDOW INTRODUCED house to the record breaking figures
part In the Investigations and agitaof $1,270,324,900. This is an increase
tion which led to the construction of Special to the New Mexican.
of $12,560,700 over the deposits report- the Washington filtration plant. He
Washington, May 9. Delegate An- ed last Saturday. The amount of spehas gone deeply into the relations be- drews today introduced a bill grant- cie held in these banks has also reachtween a pure water supply and the
dollars ed a new high record of $313,304,500
ing a pension of twenty-fou- r
health of cities, and has prepared data per, month to Mrs. Alvlna McCalhe, and the surplus was more than 5 per
for the conference to show how it pays the widow of Michael McCalbe, ser- cent In excess of the 25 per cent rule.
in cold cash to have pure water.
geant in company I, 15th New Jersey The aggregated deposits of all the
To Tell of California,
Infantry. The bill was referred to the banks and trust companies today was
$2,157,183,500.
C.
of
was
Pardee
George
committee, on pensions.
governor
California at a period when a great
many questions relating to natural re- The Ne Mexican Printing company
If you have anything to sell, rent or
will do your Job work with neatness exchange use the "Want" columns of
and dispatch.
(Continued On Pag Bight.)
the New Mexican.
.
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Preserve Peace
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TROUBLE BREWING IN INDIA
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
The roll of the British drum that Is
heard around the globe may soon
again be heard In earnest war in the
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING
COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
ATT0RNEY8-AT-LAW- .
East India possessions of the British
MAX FROST, Editor.
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER, 8ec'y.Treas,
MAX FROST.
empire. Trouble is ahead and serious
trouble at that in Hindustan, on the
Attorney at Law.
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe
Postofflce."
northern border, between the British Santa Fe
New Mexico,
A largo
possessions in Afghanistan.
RATES CF SUBSCRIPTION.
G. W. PRICHARD,
uauy, six months, by mall
3.75 body of tribesmen supposed to number
over 10,iod, well armed, have attack
$ .20
and Counselor at Law.
Dally, per week, by carrier
Attorney
2.00 ed the British
75 Weekly, per year
Dally, per month, by carrier
Practices in all the District Courts
outposts In Khyber
65 Weekly, six months
1.00 Pass and British
cases
Dally, per month, by mall
and gives special attention
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
76 strong numbers are hurrying to the before the Territorial Supreme Court
Dally, per year, by mall
scene of trouble. In several of the Office: Laughlln Blk., Santa Fe, N. M
populace provinces of India serious
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
revolt is evidently browing and the
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
India government Is straining every
Attorney at Law.
The New Mexican is the oldest news paper In New Mexico. It Is sent to ev nerve for Its oppression.
New Mexico.
Las Cruces,
The Pueblo Chieftain discusses this
fry postofflce in the Territory, and as a large and
growing circulation
A. W. POLLARD
very sorlous and strenuous situation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
and the trouble Great Britain may
Attorney at Law.
have in subduing the uprising, per District Attorney,
Luna
County.
New Mexico.
tinently and well, editorially saying Doming,

SANTA FE

N VAX

AND
ANDREWS
STATEHOOD
MUST GO TOGETHER.
The people of the county of Torrance havo special reasons to be very
grateful to Delegate William II. Andrews, New Mexico's energetic and
efficient representative In the 60th Congress. Had it not been for his efforts,
sagacity and financial and political influence there would be no county of
Torrance today, no Santa Fe Central
railway from Santa Fe to Torrance,
11G miles long; no half dozen flourishing towns would be found on the map
and no five or six thousand well-to-dcontented and hopeful people would
bo found in the Estancla valley. Hence
it is particularly right and proper that
the citizens of that section, regardless
of politics, should favor him for
His work
and election.
proves that he has achieved great good
for them and If returned to Congress,
he will accomplish much more. Says
the Torrance County Leader, published In the. thriving and growing county
seat, and that very pertinently and
correctly concerning the claims of the
delegate for recognition by his party
and the good citizens of the territory

generally;

,

MEXICAN.

through the work of the delegate and
his political friends, namely the Re
publican members of the Thirty-seenth Legislative Assembly.
"Had It not been for the building of
the railroad there would not be today
hundreds and hundreds of well-to-d- o
and prosperous settlers in our county
and these would not be coming in at
the rate of fifteen to twenty per day
but for the construction of road by
the financial and political friends of
Delegate Andrews In Pittsburg.
"As far as the delegate's record is
concerned as a representative In Congress, as a citizen, as a business man
and as a man it is of the very best.
Delegate Andrews has invested much
money first in mining and ranching
In Sierra county and then in enterprises in this valley and county. He has
brought to this valley and county over two million dollars, which big sum
was put into the Santa Fe Central
railway, into the Hagan coal fields and
In other property now owned by the
Pennsylvania Development company.
In all truth he can really and justly be
called the father of Torrance county
and the first promoter of the settlements In this county and valley.
"It Is not too much of an estimate
that our county has a population of
8,000 people, most of them well to do,
energetic and hard working land own
ers and farmers.
"During his Incumbency of the office
of delegate he has carefully paid attention to all requests from his constituents regardless of party and when
ever possible has had their desires
filled and their wishes gratified in the
He has secured and
departments.
pushed to successful issue hundreds
and hundreds of new pensions and
has helped many old pensioners to
procure increases, as well as to secure
pensions for widows and orphans of
v

"The. people of New Mexico and especially the Republicans of Torrance
county are greatly Interested in the
nominations to foe made by the Republicans and Democrats this year. Although there is some contention over
th-aDemocratic nomination for deleIt
Congress,
gate' to the Sixty-firs- t
looks as if Octaviano A. Larrazolo, of
Las Vegas would be the nominee although the names of James F. Hlnkle,
of Chaves county and Harvey B. Ferguson of Bernalillo county are being
pushed by their friends.
"Larrazolo lost as the Democratic
candidate for the Congress two years
ago and was defeated by Hon. William
There are today nearly
H. Andrews, the Republican candidate veterans.
names on the pension
three
thousand
and present incumbent of the office, a
of the government,
of people
rolls
for
terriour
mighty good thing this
located in New Mexico. The avertory, as Larrazolo would have simply
been in Washington to draw his pay age pension can be called fifteen doland have a nice time while Delegate lars per month for each. For three
Andrews has proven himself the most thousand pensioners that means half
a million dollars and more paid to New
energetic delegate this territory has Mexico
veterans, widows and orphans
had In Congress since its admission
the federal government for
by
yearly
Into the Union.
the benefit of our people. This certain"Larrazolo can make a good Spanish
ly is a very handsome sum of money.
speech and a nice speech in English,
"We believe that Larrazolo will be
although he says but little that is the nominee of the Democrats and we
worth remembering or that Is really Insist
and assert that Delegate W. II.
of consequence. Delegate Andrews is
not a great speaker, but a man who Andrews is the man to be renominated and
the Republicans.
stands high in Washington official The reasons are by
simple.
circles and who is a worker in Con"Larrazolo can do nothing for us in
gress and In the departments. He
He Is absolutely unacquaintCongress.
has a wide acquaintanceship and the
ed with official life, has never been
strong support of the entire Pennsylfrom New Mexico, Arizona or
vania delegation, which consists of away he
Texas,
being a Texan by birth of
two United States senators and thirty-tw- Mexican descent.
He knows nothing
members of the House of Repre- of official life nor the duties that de
o

that British anxiety regarding the
conditions In India has been consld
erably increased by the appearance
of a largo force of raiders upon the
northern frontier. The newspapers
and the statesmen of London would
give a good doal to know whether the
army that attacked the British posl
tions in Khyber pass was acting
under orders from the Afghan gov
ernment, or whether it was in revolt
against that authority. Possibly, as In
other similar cases, much will depend
upon the measure of success of the
invaders and upon the promptness and
vigor with which the British author
itios move to stamp out this attack
upon their outposts, It is always easy
to disavow responsibility for unsuc

E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney at Law.

Practice in the District and Su
preme Courts. Prompt and careful
attention iven to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe

the discovery of a widespread conspir
acy In one of the largest Indian cities
which included preparations for bomb
throwing on an extensive scale. The
seriousness of this matter may best
be judged by the amount of space
devoted to it in the London news
find editorial columns.
It Is not likely that either the Af
ghan attack or the conspiracy at Bom
bay will result in serious danger to
the British empire, but they are unpleasant reminders to the English peo
ple of the insecure hold that they
have upon one of their most valuable
And the outside world
possessions.
is especially Interested in any new de
velopments that may cast light upon
the problem of the relations between
fnropean nations and those of Asia,
NEW MEXICO'S MARVELOUS
GROWTH.
The people of New Mexico are to
day eye witnesses of one of the great
est population movements in the his
tory of the nation. The Santa Fe
district is only one of five land dis
trlcts in the Territory and yet, with
in the past twelve months, there have
been in this district alone almost
five thousand original homestead en
tries or an average of sixteen for
every working day. In the Clayton
land district, there were more than
twice as many entries in this period
and at present a rate of almost one
hundred homestead entries a day is
being maintained in the Territory. It
is difficult to realize the full portent
of this migration to the Southwest,
It seems that only yesterday this was
the land of manana In which people
of Spanish descent were in the maority. Today, It Is a commonwealth
In which the descendants of the origi
nal settlers are far in the minority, a
commonwealth that is growing more
rapidly in population and wealth than
any state in the Union. The census
of 1910 will show that it has passed
at least half a dozen commonwealths
that in 1900 were ahead of It. Yet,
the growth of New Mexico has merely
begun. More than one half of its
area is still public land and its re
sources are hardly known, much less
developed. There is room for several million people without crowding
any one. There is not a single town
that has yet attained the fifteen thousand mark in population but inside of
twenty years there will be at least
half a dozen such. Whether Santa Fe
will be one of these will depend very
much upon the people of the town
themselves.
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OF 8AN TA FE.

The oldest banking Institution
RUFUS J. PALEN, President

,

In New Mexico.

Established

In 1870.

JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President

ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,

Assistant Cashier.
Capital Stock,

150,0M.

tWM

Surplus and Undivided Profits

Tranaote a general banking business In all Its branches.
Loans
on
most
the
favorable
terme
on all kinds of personal and
money
security. Buys and sells bends and stocks In all marketa for.
Its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign
exchange and
makes telegraphic transfers o? money to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms aa are given by any money
transmitting
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate
of three per cent per annum, on six months' or
year's term. Liberal advances made on consignments of live stock and products.. The bank

executes all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and alms to
extend to them as liberal treatment In all respects, as Is consistent
with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit
boxes
for rent. The patronage of the public Is respectfully solicited.

A. B. RENEHAN

Attorney at Law.
Practices in the Supreme and Dis
cessful filibustering.
The samo day that the London pa trict Courts. Mining and Land Law
Specialty. Office in Catron Block.
pers were talking about the Afghan
New Mexico.
invasion, they were also discussing Santa Fe.
with evldeut alarm the particulars of

sentatives.
volve
the delegate, and certainly
It is the standing remark in the knows upon
none of the popular men or
halls of Congress and In the depart- influencial
officials, either in the na
ments, that the Pennsylvania congres- tional capitol or elsewhere. He would
sional delegation' is part of the New be
absolutely useless to the territory
Mexico delegation and vice versa, exand the only good that Larrazolo's
cept that the Pennsylvania congress- election would bring about would be
men and senators have votes, while to
help him to get a very handsome
all Delegate Andrews can do Is to get annual
salary for looking handsome
them to vote for measures beneficial
"The renomlnation and
to our territory which he Introduces of Hon. W. H. Andrews means stateand which he desires passed. In this hood for our territory. Otherwise our
he has succeeded so far, uniformly, chances are very glum. Delegate Anand the many beneficial acts, passed drews has the Influence and the
by Congress since Delegate Andrews friends In the administration and in
has been the New Mexico delegate, Congress to pass the pending bill for
SANTA FE'S CLIMATE ON TOP.
On Wednesday the New Mexican
have always been strongly supported statehood. His defeat will mean Rethirty-fou- r
by the
Pennsylvania publican defeat in New Mexico and a published the climatologlcal record of
votes.
failure of the bill. The Republican ad- this Territory for the year 1907. The
"To this certainly a great deal of ministration and Republican Congress record was compiled by Section Dithe delegate's success, in procuring would not be expected to give us state- rector Montrose W. Hayes, of the New
wholesome and timely legislation for he od, if we lose the territory In No Mexico Weather Bureau In this city
our territory, i3 to be ascribed.
vember next and If we do not have a and Is based upon absolute official and
"Now as the principal claim1? which delegate like Andrews to represent us correct data. It shows conclusively
our delegate has upon the people and and to brinz our claims before them. that Santa Fe has the finest, most
reelected agreeable, and healthiest climate in
"To be sure, if Andrews Is
especially the Republican party of our
.
tVia TTnttoH Ktntoa and- C.anaAa Tharn
ne
we
wui lane nis seaii vu
do not tnmK
county. Had it not been for him
there would have been no Torrance as delegate, as statehood will come are maiy otner sections of New Mex-tus during the year 1909 and before lco that are nearly as sooi and as
county, no Santa Fe Central railway,
no town of Estancla, and none of the December of that year. That Is true, 'agreeable as Santa Fe as regards
cllmatic conditions but none of them
other prosperous towns in our coun- But the only way to secure it Is by
pproaca u iuuy ana me aaia con- H.
W.
of
renomlnation
the
Delegate
ty. He was the first man who conceived the project of tne construction Andrews, who by all odds stands ciusiveiy asserts tne supremacy of
Ul l"
u'
vauey
delegates ever ana
of the Santa Fe Central Railroad from at the head of
ine surrounding section witnm
Santa Fe to Torrance, one hundred in Washington from the terri-- a radlus
of 30 or 40 miles.
sixteen miles in length, with the Al- tory of New Mexico and is the
Under
the ueaa xae uesi on
buquerque Eastern and the coal rail- best man from every standpoint to
e
road branch to the coal fields at Hag-an- , help us secure what is tbe fondest farthsheet Albuquerque morning yelthe
that
re"ntly
which are owned by the New Mex- hope and most ardent wish of our peo- Albuquerque brand of climate was
ico Fuel and Iron company which was pie, namely, tbe state of New Mexico." ahead of that of Santa Fe.
Albuquer- also originated by Delegate Andrews.
que weather conditions are generally
We need only to say to our citizens
On another page of this issue the K00d enough but they do not come
that had there been no Santa Fe Cen- New Mexican publishes a highly In- - near approaching those of Santa Fe.
tral 'railway built, no county of Tor- teresting story of the first settlement Everything considered it is a little
rance would have been organized nor and habitation by white men of what warmer in winter in the Rio Grande
the county seat fixed at Estancla, and Is now tne state or Colorado, which section In which Albuquerque is lo
the now thriving towns of Estancla, settlement is closely connected with cated. It is a little lower there. These
the coming of Americans into north- - items may suit some people but on
Mcintosh,, Willard, Moriarty and
would not be in existence.
era New Mexico. The story ought the whole Santa Fe stands at the top
"The territorial law creating the to be read-bevery lover of South- - of the list and will remain there as
county of Torrance was passed most- - western history. The article is head- - lone as Dresent climatic conditions
ly through the, labors and hard work.ed: "The First Americans in the in the Sunshine Territory obtain and
of Delegate Andrews1 and the county j Colorado-NeMexico 'Rocky jMoun- that in all human and natural proba-sea- t
fixed at Estancia, principally tain Region."
blllty will be for many centuries.
-

EDWARD C. WADE
Attorney at Law.
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Practice in the Supreme and
trict Courts of the Territory, In the
Probate Courts and before the U.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.
New Mexico.
Las Cruces.

SATURDAY, MAY

CHA8. F. EASLEY
(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney at Law.
Land and Mining Business a Specialty,
New Mexico,
Santa Fe,
GEORGE B. BARBER
Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
Practice in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory,
Promr attention given to all business,
New Mexico,
Lincoln County,

THE PALME HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN,

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cuisine and Table Service I'nexctlled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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HOLT AND SUTHERLAND,
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of

I

Las Cruces.
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New Mexico.

MARK 3. THOMPSON
Attorney at Law. '
District

Attorney,

Eight

District,

Dona Ana, Lincoln and Otero counties.
New Mexico.
Las Cruces,
HARVIE DUVAL
Land, Mining and Corporation Law
Practice in all tbe Disexclusively.
trict Courts and Supreme Court. Special attention to perfecting titles and
organizing and financing land and

H. M. DOUGHERTY

Attorney at Law.
Practices ir. the Suprem and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory.

New Mexico

-

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law.
New Mexico.
Catron Blk., Santa Fe,

ft

GABLE, Proprietors.

erenad

RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION

L. O. FULLEN
Attorney at Law.

Ninth District.
National Bank.

Attorney

ITU

RATES 50c and upwards
Hot and Cold Water Baths, Electric
Lighted
Central Location Opposite Plaza.

CATRON A GORTNER.

Office over First
.
Roswell.

LACOME

f Hotel

mining properties.

Office, Laughlln Blk., Santa Fe, N. M.

Office, Socorro

HOTEL

vrri:

American and European Plan. Commodious
Sample Rooms. 8team
Heated. Blectrlc JMghted. Bvery Room a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest

Attorney at Law.

District

.

0

'

FRANK W. CLANCY
Attorney at Law.
District Attorney for Second Judic
ial District. Practices in the District
Court and the Supreme Court of the
Territory; also before the United
States Supreme Court in Washington.
New Mexico.
Albuquerque,

the Territory.

Pt opt.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Regular Meals and Short Orders Specialty ;

New Mexico

SANTA FE, N. M., 222 SAN FRANCISCO
STREET.

WILLIAM M'KEAN.
Attorney-at-Law- .

Taos

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico.

JOHN K. STAUFFER
Notary Public.
Office with the New Mexican Print
ing Company.
.
.
Santa Fe
New Mexico.
ROMAN

THE NEW MEXICO

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

L. BACA

Real Estate and Mines, 8panlsh Trans
lator, Notary Public.
Office Griffin Building, Washington

avenue.
Santa Pe,

.

AND MECHANIC ARTS
OCTOBER WTH TO MARCH

New Mexico.

1ST.

A complete

RAYWARD & FLEMMING,
Real Estate and Insurance.
J. B. HAYWARD,
U. 8. Commissioner.
New Mexico.
Moriarty

and thoroughly practical course of Instruction in
Field Crops, Dairying, Farm Machinery, Farm
Mechanics, Fruit Grow--

OSTEOPATHY.
DR. CHARLE8 A. WHEELON,
i
Osteopath.
No. 103 Palace Avenue.
treats
acute
and
Successfully
chronic diseases without drugs or
No charge for consulta
medicines.

Prepared for those who
cannot attend sohool the full year but who are free
durlnp Novem-ber- ,
December, January and February. Cnuree open to any one over
fifteen years of age.

tion.
Hours:

p. m. 'Phone 166.
CONYT. BROWN.
Mining Engineer.
Secretary and Treasurer New Mexico School of Mines.
New Mexico.
Socorro,
3

tn.,

'

'

Ing, Vegetable

Growing, Livestock

and

Elementary

Cooking, Home Sanitation, Sewing, Fancy Needlework.
FOUR months beginning October 28th.

I

For further Information

Agriculture,

-

address,
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DAVID M. WHITE, C. E.

(Late Territorial Engineer.)
Irrigation, Water Supply, Railroad
and Bridge Building.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,

e7w7hart
Architect
Plane, specifications and supervision.
Address: Rooms 6 and 6 Pioneer Bldg.
New Mexico.
Beat Lat Vegas

LUTHER

F08TER, President
6.) Agricultural Code ,
--

N. M.
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Tired nerves, with that "no amsas river, there Is a small settlement,
bition" feeling that la commonly felt
the principal part of which Is composIn spring or early summer, can be
ed of old trappers and hunters. The
IN
easily and quickly altered by taking
male part of It are mostly Americans,
what is known to druggists
everyMissouri French, Canadian and Mexiwhere as Dr. Snoop's
Restorative.
cans. They have a tolerable supply of
One will absolutely
note a changed
horses, cattle, mules, etc., and I am
THE
MEXIGfl
feeling within 43 hours after beginInformed that this year they have
Restorative. The
ning to take the
raised a good crop of wheat, corn,
bowels get sluggish in the winter-tim- e
beans, pumpkins and other vegetables.
the circulation often shows up, the
number about 150 souls, and of
They
RDCKY
REGION
Kidneys are Inactive, and even the
this number about sixty men nearly
Heart In many cases grows decidedly
all have wives, and some have two.
weaker. Dr. Snoop's Restorative is
These people are living in two
recognized everywhere as a genuine
Jerome C. Smiley.)
separate establishments, near each
(By
tonic to these vital organs. It builds
For many years the great body of twenty other men, came to tho Colora- other, one called 'Pueblo' and the othworn-ou- t
11, 1908.
the
up and strengthens
the
American people believed that the do mountains on a trapping and trad- er 'Harclscrabble.' Both villages are
Ho names the following witnesses weakened nerves; it sharpens the fallmountain country north of ing enterprise, probably by way of the fortified by a wall twelve feet high,
(Rocky
to prove hla continuous residence up ing appetite, and universally aids diMexico was a region practically un- Platte river. When they were on the composed of abode. These villages are
on, and cultivation of the land, viz.: gestion. It always quickly brings rebecoming the resort of all idlers and
Jesus Ortega, Charles Harris, Joe newed strength, life, vigor and ambi- known by any of their fellow country- Arkansas, at or near the site of Pueb- loafers.
They are also becoming demen before Fremont made his several lo, in 1817, a troop of Spanish
cavalry pots for tho
Rodriguez, and Manuel Rodriguez, all tion. Try it and be convinced. Sold
smuggling of liquors from
explorations of It. It was the popular that was patrolling the frontier of
of Santa Fe, N. M.
b; 7ne Ireland Pharmacy.
into this country."
Mexico
New
knowl-edge
all
New
that
Mexico
to
supposition
previous
MANUEL R. OTERO,
prevent smuggling and
to
Next
the
American Fur company,
of the cast empire by American keep American traders out of Spanish
Register.
The New Mexican Printing company
In the fur trade
!the
operators
largest
was
citizens
to
limited
what has been territory, made them prisoners and
is prepared to famish cards de viste
mountain
of
the
region were
Rocky
revealed
and
the
of
took
to
them
Santa Fe, good3 aud all,
by
going
coming
Insist upon DeWItt's Witch Hazel for ladies and for gentlemen on short
brothers
six
John.
Bent
the
Silas,
'Lewis and Clarke
the north- where they had a hard time before
palve. It Is especially good for piles. notice in first class style at reason- ern section of thethrough
and
Robert
William,
George
Charles,
"Louisiana
pur they were released.
Sold by The Ireland Pharmacy.
able prices, either engraved or printThe party is said to have been oc- of a St. Louis family of French de
ed. Call in the New Mexican Printing chase" and by Pike's sixty days and
at St.
Long's three or four weeks in a part cupying a log building put up in the scent. John and Silas remained
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
company.
of
to
the
that
end
Louis,
attending
of
is
what
now
Colorado.
From
the
year before when taken by the SpanConnection made with Automobile
conwere
but
others
tho
business,
many and fulsome printed exploita iards. This was, as far as knowledge
Whooping Cough.
jLino at Torrance for Roswell daily.
spicuous and active men in this part
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ro
"In February our daughter had the tions of Fremont as "the pathfinder of goes, tho first habitation built by the of
the country for many years.
tho
Far
of
the
Hart-lanWest,"
Colomen
4
within the bounds of
white
great majority
well at a. m., and arrives at Roswell whooping cough. Mr. Lane, of
' Vwi
.
.
U
First
I.
.0
Trading Post on Arkansas River
nnl
,U
rado. There Is a vagrant story of
recommended
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros- Chamberlain's
built their first trading post
They
to
United
were
States
led
believe
that some French traders having had a
1
Cough Remedy, and said it gave his
in Colorado In 182C on tho north bank
trell for Torrance at p. m., and
at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare customers the best of satisfaction. We until he began to explore this wide small, station In that neighborhood as
between Santa Fe and Torrance Is found it as ho said, and can recom- land of plains and mountains its paths early as 17C3, but there Is no evidence of the Arkansas river, at a place about
between Pueblo and Canon
&5.80 and between Torrance andRos-jwel- l, mend It to anyone having
to support this tale, which bears all midway
children were few and faint.
Is said to have been a stockIt
City.
.Fur traders from St. Louis had pre- the marks of improbability.
$10.00. Reserve seats on automo- troubled with whooping cough," says
a
and closo fence made by
ade,
high
to
ceded
and
Lewis
Clarke
the far upbile by wire. J. W. Stockard, manag- Mrs. A. Goss, of Durand, Mich. For
Clioteati returned to the upper Arin the ground, and
logs
setting
upright
of
Missouri
tho
at
roaches
per
1829
er Automobile Line.
river;
sale by all druggists.
or 1830 and built a
kansas in
Inclosed
which
few necessary
the
least two others had been in Colorado trading station on an island in that
log
buildings.
mounbefore
the
saw
first
Pike
Mexi
Rocky
The New Mexican Printing company
Subscribe for the Dally New
stream about fifty-fivmiles east of
After using this primitive station for
can and get the news.
is prepared to furnish cards de vlste tains, and some traders had built a the Colorado line, and which was long
two
years the Bents began the conadcabin
upon soil of this state in
island."
known as "Choteau's
This
for ladles aud for gentlemen on short
struction
(1829) of a much larger,
vance
summer
to
visit
of
Its
reasonat
Long'B
notice In first class style
place was the center of a considerable er, stronger and more durable post on
able prices, either engraved or print- eastern foothills.
fur trad for several years.
the same side of the Arkansas, and
ed. Call at the New Mex'can Printing Business at Zenith When Fremont
In 1830 a follow countryman of Cho-tea- which was named Fort William In
Came.
company.
named Maurice, who had come honor of William
Bent. Ordinarily
A great mercantile business, carried
from Detroit, established himself in 'the Baptismal name was neglected,
In
on
and
to
nauseate
seems
food
When your
many posts
stations, large trade on the Arkansas in what now and
became commonly known
take Kodol. Take Kodol now and until and small, scattered between the Is our Fremont county. His cabin be- as the post
Bent's fort or Fort Bent.
A rronto
or Peats and Ameii. you know you are right again. There northern border of New Mexico and
came the nucleus of a little settlement
Four years elapsed before the finish
npllla can Wall Paper Co. Isn't any doubt about what It will do the headwaters of the Missouri, and of
who engaged In tiling the ing touches were given it, and then It
Mexicans,
and you will find the truth of this that gave employment directly and
soil in a small way. Maurice stayed presented truly a fort-lik- e
appearance,
to hundreds of American citiA Tie NBwest Desips.
statement verified after you have used
here five years, and when he left his as
an
old
of
it
picture
Kodol for a few weeks. It s sold here zens and had caused tho plains and Mexican
also departed.
neighbors
were
shows.
Its
dimensions
ground
mountains to be tracked and trailed
by The Ireland Pharmacy.
The locality of Pueblo was a rende- 100x150 feet, while its' walls In which
In every direction, had reached Its
AND
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zvous
for fur gatherers and other ad- , there was but one opening, a gateway
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prime when Fremont set out, in 1842,
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venturers
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Far
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Fowler put up a log at their
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entire
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but
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do
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the
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standing
Fort Bent soon became known every
to call at this office and examine sam- orado, the trading establishments on was followed by Oant and Blackwell,
of where west of the Missouri and was the
a
who
built
post,
probably
trading
and
South
the
the upper Arkansas
ples, style of work and prices.
Platte exceeding in number and im- logs, on that ground. The date of Its largest fort In the Rocky Mountain
It country and the most important in
Kodol completely digests all classes portance those of any other section build has not been determined, but
Sc-iAgent for
exist- the Southwest.
of food. It will get right at the trouble of the country of equal area. These, Is known that the station was in
LEMP'S ST. LOUIS BEER and do the very work itself for the ,with Fort Laramie, (seventy-fiv- e miles ence as early as 1832 and as late asit Its owners carried on a great trade
with the people of New Mexico, with
stomach. It is pleasant to take. Sold north of the present city of Cheyenne, 1838, and that between those years
An All Kinds of Mineral Water.
was called "Gant's fort." It has been the Comanche,
Pawnee, Arapahoe,
a
cabin
of
business
formed
by The Ireland Pharmacy.
jWyoming,)
.outfits that made this part of the West said that this establishment was on Cheyenne and Ute Indians and with
the Arkansas five or six miles above the "free" trappers of the region.
Legal blanks both English and rather a busy region as Ions as the the mouth of Fountain
you Ooslr
Any
creek, but early They employed directly nearly one
flourished.
trade
Mexiv
r.
Spanish for sale by the Nw
mouth of that hundred men, most of whom were imat
it
the
maps
place
The first known American citizen
Otfrt Filled 'of Any Amount. Mail Otttn can Printing company.
provident trappers, who, in common
ill Rucetvt Pro.?' Aittntioii.
who put foot upon the soil of our state creek.
Gant's fort wag succeeded in 1842 with their kind at other stations, uswas
who
hailed
James
origPursley,
DeWItt's Little Early Risers are
Phone 38.
from Bardstown, Kentucky. On by the famous "Pueblo," an adobe ually were kept tied to the fort by insmall, safe, sure and gentle little pills. inally
Bardstown In 1799, Pursley structure of which remains existed debtedness to Its owners. Hence they
leaving
Sold by The Ireland Pharmacy.
lint f
Ifdtt2m Avnu.
went to St. Louis and the spring of long after the founding of the modern were not "free" to deal with other
There is some uncertainty as traders.
1803 found him trading with the Indi- city.
to
Its
builders. George Simpson, who
ans along tho lower stretches of the
The comity of the trade made a
South Platte, with a large escort of became a well known and worthy pio- marked man of the trapper who le
Paducahs and Kyaways, the entire neer of Colorado territory, claimed vanted his debts and refused him supthat he and two other traders named plies of any kind. Farnham, in his
party being mounted.
and Barclay, erected It.
Doyle
"Travels in the Great Western PrairDriven Into South Park By Indians,
James P. Beckwourth, a noted fron- ies," published in 1839, says, perhaps,
Lieutenant Pike, who encountered tier
character, who said he had been with some exaggeration, that in the
637 San Francisco Strati
the trader at Santa Fe in 1808, says in In tho
Rocky mountain country since months of June, August and Septemhis report of his expedition that "they 1817, "stated
specifically that "on the ber from 15,000 to 20,000 Indians gathwere driven by the Sioux from the first of
October, 1842, on the upper Ar ered at Fort Bent.
plains into the mountains that gave kansas, I erected a trading post and
So far as trading posts figure in
rise to the Platte, Arkansas, etc." In conducted a successful business. In
the
this driving the trader and his Indian a
early history of the West In that
very short time I was Joined by fif of the wild
"romantic"
and
friends fled up the South Platte and teen or
twenty free trappers with
Blanket!, Baaketa, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawr Work,
of. the Platte canon, reached their families. We all united our la era in the Rocky mountain country-F-ort
by
way
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
Bent stands next to Fort Lara
the South Park, in which they took bor and constructed an abode fort GO
OUR MOTTO: Tt Havt the Beat of Everything In Our Line.
refuge.thelr pursuers having abandon yards square. By the following spring mie. Many a tragedy and many a
and the
comedy were enacted
ed the chase. It appears that Pursley it had
grown into quite a little settle forts annals would formthere,
a continuous
remained In Colorado presumably In ment and we
gave It the name of 'PU'
story of thrilling scenes and Incidents.
in the South park more than a year, ehlo.'
The ground around Its site is a cemeas he told Pike he arrived at Santa Fe
Nevertheless it is altogether proh
tery.
,In June, 1805. The explorer found and able that
Simpson and his partners
In the summer of 1846 General KearART PICTURES AND TEAMING left him there working at his old trade were its builders,
as Beckwourth's
We make a, specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINT- jbut of the rest of his career, nothing
"Army of the West" that took
ney's
reputation for veracity about anything possession of New Mexico at the beING and ENLARGING. Mail Orders Given Prompt is Known.
was very bad. During the latter of
I
During the Interval between Purs- - the ten or twelve years of tho fort's ginning of our war with Mexico was
Attention. Send for Catalogue.
ley s escape into the south park and occupation it was in great disrepute. organized there from troops that had
HOWLAND & DEWEY COMPANY,
been sent across the plains in detachhis appearance at Santa Fe, Baptiste The historian, Francis
S10 S. Broadway, Las Angeles, Calif.
Parkman, who ments, and a few weeks
later the
La Lande, an Illinois French-Canadiavisited the. Rock mountain country In
trader, traversed a part of Colorado 184C a journey which he made mem army 'of General Price rested there
while on its. way into the enemy's
and passed on to the New Mexico cap- orable in his
fascinating book, "The country.
ital. He had been sent north in the Oregon Trail"
passed the Pueblo late
Thousands of California Argonauts
spring of 1804, with a stock of goods In August of that year, when home
who had crossed the plains by the Ar
for trade .with the plains Indians by ward bound,
having come from Fort
William Morrison, a fur factor at
Laramie by way of the mouth of our kansas river route and were bound
to Cherry creek. He says that "it was a for the coast by way of Pike's peak,
Illinois, and is supposed
have reached Colorado by way of the wretched species of fort, of most prim- Cherry creek and Fort Laramie, haltPlatte river. But instead of trading itive construction, being nothing more ed there to replenish their supplies
FALSTAFF BOTTLED BEEB.
his goods for furs and going back to than a large square Inclosure, sur and to repair and refit generally fof
FROM A PINT UP.
ANY QUALITY
Kaskaskia with the proceeds, Baptiste rounded by a wall of adobe, miserab the continuation of their journey.
Fort Laramie stood at the junction
kept the stock and carried it to Santa ly cracked and dilapidated. The slendFe, where he converted it Into ca3h er pickets that surmounted it 'were of the North Platte and Laramie riv
at high prices and settled down as a half broken down, and the gate dan- ers, the name of the latter being that
of a French trader who lost his life
citizen.
gled on Its wooden hinges so loosely
N.iW Morrison had made Pike his attor- that
SANTA
PLAZA
WEST SIDE
to open or shut It seemed likely in the valley about 1820. The post was
built In 1834 by William L. Sublette
ney to collect his claim against the to fling it down altogether."
The
agent.
absconding
explorer Parkman adds that Indian corn and and Robert Campbell, who called It
found the Frenchman at Santa Fe, but vegetables in abundance were grown "Fort St. John." A few years later it
as he had become hopelessly insolvent In the bottoms near the fort, and that passed to the African Fur company,
Pike could got nothing from him for "a lot of Mexicans were living there." and then was given Its historic name.
THE
FINISHING
TOUGH.
the Kaskaskia fur trader.
Ruxton, who saw It In 1847, says In Fort Laramie Central Point in Old
West.
Between the time of Pike and that his "Adventures in Mexico and the
of Long several hundreds of traders' Rock Mountains," that It was "a small
was
of adobe, with
It
constructed
to your new spring outfit can be
and trappers, American and French, square fort of adobe with circular bas- walls sixteen feet high, and In general
some going alone and others In par- tions at the corners, no part of the though not so large, was much like
put upon it by JULIUS
ties or varying numbers, spreajj out walls being more than eight feet in Fort Bent. Fort Laramie was the ceu,
Your gnrments are
from St. Louis into the distant West, heighth, and around the inside of the tral point of the greater part of the
sure to be of the very latest even as far as the Pacific coast; and yard or corral are butlt some half history of the old West, and nearly
of this little army we may suppose dozen rooms Inhabited by as many In- all the overland emigration to Oregon
cut, style and material, and the
that the Colorado region got its full dian traders and mountain men."
and California in the "romantic" days
share, though we have the names of In that period, there existed, about went by way of this famous trading
tit is perfect. When you waft
but a 'few of these bold adventurers. twenty-fiv- e
miles up the Arkansas, a station. In 1849 the United States purto appear elegaxrtrand recherche' Ezeklel Williams and eight others similar establishment,
of which very chased the fort, enlarged It and kept
were on the South Platte and the Ar little Is known. Major Thomas
it as a military post until "Indian
have you suitor overcoat madeat
kansas at the Colorado foothills In
United States Indian agent, troubles" were ended forever.
1808, and in the next year Williams reporting from Fort Benton in 1847,
The first of the trading stations on
led another party from the Missouri to and considering the two as one "settle the Colorado part of the South Platte
the Denver locality.
ment," had the following to say of was built In 1832 by Louis Vasquez,
In 1815 or 1816 Auguste Pierre Cho their character:
who is said to have been a French
Comer Washington & Palace Ave
teau and Jules de Munn, French trad"About seventy-fiv- e
miles above the Canadian, but whose last name is uners from St. Louis, accompanied by place, and immediately on the Arkan mistakably Spanish.
In that year
Notice for Publication.
(Homestead Entry No. 7481.)
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
May 2, 190S.
Notice is hereby given that Dama-clMontoya, of Santa Fe, N. M., has
filed notice of his Intention to make
r
final
proof In support of his
Homestead Entry No.
claim, viz.:
7481, made April 8, 1903, for the SW
and Lota
SE
NW
NE
16 N,
)Q and 6 of Section 2, Township
will
said
9
that
and
proof
E,
Range
be made before the register and re
ceiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on June
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Julius rjoralter

ho put up a
ttonwood logs opposite

building of Cothe mouth of
Clear creek, which at that time was
given the nr.me of "Vasquez's Fork."
by which it was known when our pioneers came to tho Pike's peak country. Measured by way of the river, Vasquez's establishment was about six
miles from
the mouth of Cherry
creek, Its site being near the present
northern limits of Denver In that direction. There is no record of tho
fair-size-

time of Its abandonment.
Two or three years after tho coming of Vasquez, Pierre Sarpoy, a
French trader hailing from St. Louja,
but who had spent most of his life
among the western Indians, built a log
house on the Platte river, five miles
farther down stream and used it for
trading purposes. It was a small affair
and did not last long. Sarpey was not
ed among the white men then In these
parts for his peppery temper, but this
seems not to have prevented his
along peaceably and profitably
with the red ones.
In or near the year 1831 Fort Lup- ton, a trading post which bore the
name of its builder and owner, was
erected on the east side of the South
Platte about seven miles north of Urn
south line of our Weld county.
Its
memory is preserved In the name of
tho station. Fort Lupton, near its Bite
on tho Union Pacific Railway between
Cheyenne and Denver. Lupton occu
pied the fort for some ten years and
then left it to go to ruin. Parkman
found the building "standing In melancholy desertion and neglect" In the
summer of 1846, when he and bis par
ty camped over night near it.
For a few years Fort Lupton had a
neighbor in Fort Lancaster, on the
same side of the river, two or three
miles above (south) the mouth of St.
Vrain creek. Further than this not
much Is known definitely about It. It
must have been a small and unimportant outfit, as it left no traces of Its
site. That it ever existed has been
doubted. It has been said that Lup-ton'- s
first name was Lancaster, and
that Fort Lancaster was Fort Lupton
under the trader's given name. How
I
received
ever, some information
within the last few years convinces
me that there is no sufficient reason
for doubting that Fort Lancaster was
one of the early trading stations In the
Colorado country.
Fort St. Vrain, which ranged next to
Fort Bent in Importance In the central
West, was erected in 1838 by Seran
who was
St. Vrain, a French-Canadiaa business associate of tho Bent
brothers and who, later In his life, became broadly identified With the affairs of New Mexico. The fort, built
of adobe, stood on tho eastward bank
of the South Platte, nearly a mile be
low (north) of the mouth of St. Vrain
creek and was the "railway station"
between Fort Bent and Fort Laramie.
Though not so large as the former,
it did a great business in the palmy
days of the fur trade In Colorado. Beginning early in the '40's, a weekly
pony express ran between it and Taos,
New Mexico, by way of our Cherry
creek and Fort Bent, until Fort St.
Vrain was abandoned, which occurred
early In 1845. Of the post's condition
about fifteen months later Parkman
g

got-tin-

says:

"At noon we rested under the walls
of a large fort built In these solitudes
some years since by M. St. Vrain. It
was now abandoned and fast falling
into ruin. The walls of unbaked brick
were cracked from top to bottom.
Our horses recoiled in terror from the
neglected entrance, where the heavy
gates were torn from their hinges and
flung down. The area within was overgrown with weeds and the long range
of apartments once occupied by the
motley concourse of traders, Canadians and squaws were now miserably

dilapidated."
In these old times there was one
trading post on Colorado's western
slope alone In a vast wilderness.
This was the log built cabin of Joseph
Roubideaux, a Frenchman from St.
Louis, and which was put up in 1839.
or 1840 on the site or In the vicinity
of the present town of Grand Junction.
Roubideaux remained there ten years
In peace, but the Ute Indians finally
fell out with him, attacked and drove
him away and then burned his buildings. The trader never went back
again.
It appears strange that Denver's site
escaped having a fur trade fort upon
it. The locality would seem to have
been the most attractive on the South
Platte for such an establishment, and
was a favorite camping place of both
white men and red. Much of the bot
tom land was overgrown with cotton
wood trees and here and there there
was a great abundance of wild cherries, plums, gooseberries and cur
rants." Our Fifteenth street Is on the
course of the beaten trail a highway
of pioneer travel from Fort Bent, by
way of the Pueblo, to Fort St. Vrain
and on to Fort Laramie.
By the year 1850 the Colorado country had been ransacked so thoroughly
for peltry by both white and Indian
trappers that the animals bearing the
more valuable furs were almost exterminated and the business had so far
declined that it would not longer warrant the maintaining of trading posts.
For two or three years the War Department in Washington had been
dickering for the purchase of Fort
Bent for a military post, seeking to
obtain it for about half its value.
These proceedings continued until
1852, when William Bent, exasperated
by their redium and paltriness, mined
the fort with kegs of gunpowder and
blew it Into wreckage. So ended the
last of the
trading stations In
-

old-tim-

e

Colorado.
In 1854 William Bent built
(Continued
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Miss Carrie Cornelluson of Albuquerque, is a suest at St. Vincent's
Sanitarium.
Miss Massio has returned home
from a lengthy sojourn in New York
and New Orleans.
Bert G, Phillips, Taos artist and
Indian picture painter, was a guest
at the Palnco hotel yesterday. Mr.
Phillips is also a ranger on the Je- mez National Forest.
Adjutant General A. P. 'Parking-tohas returned from a visit to Albuquerque whore he attended the laying of the corner stone of the new
national guard armory.
Mrs. Charles R. Kline of Lake
Charles, Louisiana, arrived In the city
today. Mrs. Kline Is a guest at St.
Vincent's Sanitarium and will remain
in the city several weeks.
Mrs. Solomon Luna of Los Lunas
and Mrs. M. R. Otero of Albuquerque,
have gone east on a visit to relatives
in St. Louis, thereafter to spend some
time in New York and other eastern
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cities.

Mr. and Mrs. V. L. Bean, and Miss
Bean entertained at a very delightful
informal musical on Thursday eve
ning at the Bean apartments on Wash
ington avenue. The guests numbered
twelve.
Judge and Mrs. Howard D. Terrell
have taken up their residence in Cloy
is, Roosevelt county, where the judge
has opened a law office. Their res!
dence has been furnished and thy are
at home to friends.
Jacob Weltmer has returned from
The Best of Clothes, the Best of Haberdashers,
the Grand Army of the Republic en
the Best of Hats
campment at Albuquerque. He was
elected assistant adjutant and quartcan always be found here and with every sale goes our guarantee of
ermaster
general of the organization
M0EY BACK IF YOU WANT IT
for the ensuing year.
Can you do better than to come here for your clothes?
M. B. Randall, Chicago capitalist
who has been on a visit to his son
SALMON.
NATHAN
4050 Samples to Select from
in Taos, spent yesterday and today in
the city en route home. He visits the
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
pretty Taos valley periodically and
enjoys his sojourns there greatly.
MONEY TO LOAN
Miss Rosenwald, a pretty and acyoung lady who resides In
complished
On notes, diamonds and jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
and who Is a niece of
Albuquerque
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to one year. Rates are
Hon. and Mrs. Nathan Jaffa, has been
reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
a house guest at the Jaffa residence
during the week. She returned to the
Duke City today.
at SALMON Store.
Governor George Curry who has
been in the national capital on official
and executive business for the past
four weeks expects to leave for home
on the lGth, Immediately
after the
close of the governor's convention of
Phone 108.
Phone 108.
i
which he la a member.
Btore in Santa Fg.
The largest and thp onlj
Most Reverend
Peter Bourgade,
archbishop of the archdiocese of Santa Fe, has reached Chicago and Is
domiciled at the fine Mercy Hospital
:
on
Calumet avenue. He is under the
and"
to
Bindinff
or
For anything
Printing
everything appertaining
care of Dr. Murphy, one of the forecall on the New Mexican Printing Company. ,
most physicians in the Windy City;
Associate Justice Edward A. Mann
of the Sixth judicial district, will be
in Las Cruces tomorrow to open a
special term of the district court, for
Dona Ana county in that town, in
place of Associate Justice Frank W.
Parker, presiding judge of the Third
judicial district, who is holding court
at Hillsboro.
William F. Saunders, secretary of
the Business Men's League of St.
Louis, and also of the Deep Waterways Commission, expects to visit this
city about the first of June to remain
several weeks a guest at the Valley
Ranch on the upper Pecos. He will
likely be accompanied by his children.
Mr. Saunders Is well and favorably
known here and has many friends who
will be glad to meet him.
Colonel R. E. Twitchell, secretary of
the Board of Control of the Sixteenth
National Irrigation Congress, has left
Washington to attend the convention
:of governors and delegates from the
various states and territories which
has been called by the president to
meet in the national capital on May
,15. The other delegates from this territory appointed on the same mission
are W. C. McDonald, of Carrizozo and
George Arnot, of Albuquerque,
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.
Telephone No. 40.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. Sturges celebrated their twenty-fiftwedding
anniversary on Sunday last at their
pretty home on Montezuma avenue.
For anything and everything appertaining to Printing ,r Binding Quite a number of their friends called during the day to extend congrat- call on the New Mexican Printing Compan.
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General Merchandise

For

NOT ONE MAN IN A THOUSAND
We have the assurance to say th t we do not believe that there is
ONE WAN IN A THOUSAND
our prices.
cannot
we
that
please with our clothing and satisfy with
It's simply a combination of excellent clothing and reasonable prices
that attracts so many men to this store.
We are never satisfied with anything but

Winters Grocery

9, 1908.
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P. O. Box 219.
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and Recommended by

FISCHER

DRUG

STORE.

ulations and In the evening from 8 to
11 o'clock an Informal reception was
held. At the close of the evening a
sumptuous spread was served whicu
was greatly enjoyed by those present.
As it was their silver wedding anni
versary the gifts without exception
were silver and these were many.
Invitations have been received in
this city by friends of pupils and
citizens of Farmington, San Juan
county, to the second annual commencement of the High School in
Farmington, which will take place In
that pretty little town on May 15th.
Among the graduates is William D.
McCarty, a young man who has vis
ited this city several times and who;
has friends here. He is the son of!
farm-- !
James E. McCarthy, a
er and fruit raiser near Farmington.
The Faculty ot the New Mexico
Military Institute at Roswell has Issued elegant Invitations, a number of
which have been received in this
city, for the 1908 commencement of
the Institute, which will take place

LAWN AND GARDEN SUPPLIES
Ball bearing Lawn mowers. Grass Catchers,
Something New in Lawn Sprinklers. Garden Hose,
Hose Reels, Lawn Rakes. Fruit SPrayers.
)

well-to-d- o

j

at Roswell commencing May 17th and

ending May 20th. The graduating
class is composed of the following:

Field and Garden Seed.

Luis E. Armljo, Nicolas T. Armljo,
Harvey H. Cake, H. Boude Cooley,
Ralph B. Crowell, Grahme H. Frost,
O. B. Freeman, John L. Hill, James
L. Hubbell, Jesse J. Lee, Wyly Par
sons, Melvln G. Pader, Jr., and Estan
islao Montoya.

Spading Forks, Rakes and Shovels.
AlaskaRefrigerators and Ice Cream Freezers,
Screen Doors and Windows,
Hammocks, Croquet sets.

AGENTS VICTOR SPORTING GOODS

(Continued On Page Eight.)
Snail

What
Try

JELL-O-

,

We

The

Haie for Dessert?

the dainty, appetizing, econo-

mical desert. On be prepared instantly
elm ply add boiling water and serve when
cool. Flavored just right; sweetened just
right; perfect in every way. A lOo. package
makes enough dessert for a large family.
A 11
grocers sell it. Don't aooept substitutes.
JELL-oompllps with all Pure Food Laws.
7 flavors- Lemon, Orange, Raspberry,
S trawberry, Chocolate, Cherry, Peach
O
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Complete Line of hardware in the City.
Sanitary Plumbing our Motto.

WOOD-DAVI- S
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For anything and everything appertaining to Printing or. Binding
call on the New Mexican Printing Company.
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Everything

New and up
Stylish

THE WEST FOR THE

Mil-

linery.

The Colorado

Not a scrap of last season's
goods to work over. So you
will be sure to get all new
and pretty things for Easter

at

Mrs. J. P. LYN6.
South Bidt, Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.

WEST.

Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

The Pionee r Life Insurance Co..
of the Southwest
A.

fll BERGERE. Manager for New Mexico,

Catron Block,

8anta Ft, N.

M.
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RACKET STORE

You Will always find out prices the lowest and out stock the cleanest and most attractive
in the Gity
Come and inspect our stock even if you do not want to buy anything.

Yeu are always

wlem-

-

The having
Habit
day-the-

AND WHAT IS THE USE OF ALLTHIS?
Why it just means making a man of you.
Making you free to do as you wish.
Making you and your family happy and contented.

OPEN AN ACCOUNT WITH US NOW.
STATES

BANK

AND

XXX

XX

X X

Weather

X

X

S

9t

forecast

for New- Mexico : Tonight generally fair
and colder with local frost in
north portion.
Sunday fair
X weath-prcolder In onst por- X tlon.

X

TRUST COMPANY

pays 4 percent interest on Time and SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.

LIVERY STABLE
CALL UP 'PHONE

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

Line.

CHk$. CLOSSOM.

1

YOU HIT THE RIGHT FEED
when you Btrike this eBt&bllBhmeent
we handle nothing but

V

FLOUR AND

FRIST-CLAS-

l"

Vl

Those who have dealt with ua don't
have to be told how excellent our specialties are: And those who don't
know our flour and feed are losing
something every day they remain unacquainted. If you are one of these
you should give us a trial order at

.

ft A':

'

....

Xy
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my-y- s

FUD.

one.
8ole Agency For
INTERNATIONAL 8TOCK FOOD.

LEOHERSCH

Wholesale ana Retail Dealers in
?LOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POTATOES, 8ALT AND SEED.
THE ONLY EXCLU8IVE GRAIN HOUSE IN 8ANTA FE, NEW MEX

The Perez band will Rive a dance
at the opera house tonight. Dancing
will begin at 9:30 o'clock.
City Clerk Facundo Ortiz la ready
to receive dog taxes In the sheriff's
office at the court house.
C. E. Doll returned last
night from
a business trip throughout northern
New Mexico. He represents the American Biscuit company.
The Fraternal Union of America
will give a benefit dance at the skating rink tonight. The proceeds will go
to their building fund.
Bishop J. B. Pitaval will conduct
the confirmation services at Guadalupe church tomorrow morning immediately after high mass.
The arrivals at the city hotels yesterday numbered as follows: Palace
6; Claire 7; Normandle 12; and Coro-uad- o
4, making a total of 25.
Captain F. C. Dczendorf, chief of
special agents of the general land office, leaves tomorrow night for Las
Vegas to testify In coal land cases that
will come up In the federal court there
Monday.
Mrs. W. C. Asher who was not expected to live but a few days since
her operation at St. Vincent's hospital
last Tuesday, is Improving fast and
she will be able to leave for her home
at Stanley In a few days.
The
baseball team will
cross bats with the team from St.
Michael's College at tho baseball park
tomorrow afternoon. An evenly match
ed game is expected. The. game will
be called at 2:30 o'clock. Admission
25 cents.
There will be a regular meeting of
the Woman's Board of Trade Library
Association on Monday at 2:30 p. m.
The regular meetings of the association will be held until further notice
on the second and fourth Mondays of
each month.
Mrs. J. M. Garcia and daughter,
Miss Carmen, returned home yesterday from Albuquerque, where they attended the sessions .of the Woman's
Relief Corps, which were held there
in connection with the Grand Army of
the Republic's annual encampment.
The new boys parochial school on
San Francisco street is fast nearing
are
The carpenters
completion.
now busy putting on the roofing and
the work of finishing tho Interior was
In another
commenced
yesterday.
month the handsome structure will be
finished.
d
daughLourdes; the
ter of Mr. and Mrs. George Rodriguez,
died last night at 11:45 o'clock at the
family homo on Cero Gordo street, the
cause of her death being pneumonia.
The funeral will be held tomorrow afternoon and burial will be made In
Rosario cemetery.
"The First American Settlers la the
Colorado-NeMexico Rocky Mountain
Region" is the title of a most interesting story appearing on page three
of today's issue. The story is from
the pen of Jerome C. Smiley, a writer
of note, and will be of special Inter-

Ap SEE

FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,
rated"

Deco-

Novelties,
Leather and I eat her Ebony
China,

Goods.

a. apnz

three-year-ol-

w

40

left today for Albu
where he will twirl for the
Barelas Grays baseball team tomor
The Barelas team
row afternoon.
will cross bats with the Mcintosh
Browns in the Duke City and as Uielr
team is short of pitchers they sent
for Lopez to help them out. Lopez is
a good ball tosser and will strengthen the Barelas Grays for tomrorow'e
Hne-u- p
considerably.
Mrs. R. L. Baca and her theatrical
troupe will give two night performances and one matinee at the Duncan
opera house in East Las Vegas on
Friday and Saturday next. There will
be vaudeville sketches and a farce
comedy entitled "A Case of Suspension." All arrangements have been
made and Mrs. Baca and her actors
and little actresses will leave Friday
morning for the Meadow City. Mrs.
Baca's ability and reputation as a theatrical manager Is well established

MANUFACTURER

Woman

JEWELER

alnl
H obi
lent.

of Santa Fe,

0

ftmtr wvnr

LOAff ASSOCIATION

jl

INCORPORATE D

11

TO OPEN THE SPRING SEASON
There will be a

window and drop In and
see the line, its finej
-

rr.7.TiTPAr.E maw

k

ADOLF

SELIGAJt

for Plain and Decorative
A Beaut)
Wall Coating.
Mm
ful. Sanitary,
Durable,
Wall
Finish.
Inexpensive
In
Mixed
Cold Water and easily applied by
anyone with flat wall brush.'

We are Sole Sales Agents for
Santa Fe, and Can Save you Money.

COLOR CARDS FREE.

AT

Phone No. 83. '

(Continued on Page E3icht)

a Pink Pain Tablet made
There
that will positively stop j
Dr.
Shoop,
by
'any pain, anywhere, in 20 minutes,
Druggists everywhere sell them as
Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablets, but
they stop other pains as easily as
headache. Dr. Shoop's Pink Pain Tablets simply coax blood pressure away
Pain
from pain centers that Is all.
comes from blood pressure congestion. Stop that pressure with Dr.
Snoop's Headache Tablets and pain Is
instantly gone. 20 Tablets, 25 cents.
Sold by The Ireland Pharmacy.
Is

Co.. ... IN

gell Furniture.

We

a. ra., to

Ai

mmktil

AC-

cTWail

Order Solicited

Everything in Hardware.

j

.

It is an admitted tact that real es
tate, financial men and merchants all
sav that Quickest and best results are
obtained by advertising in the New
Mexican.

USE ALLEN'S

FOOT-EAS-

THE IRELAND PHARMACY
PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS

E.

to bo shaken Into the shoes
Vou feet feel swollen, nervous and damp
If you have aching
and get tired easily.
It rests the
feet, try Allen's Foot-Kasfeet and makes new tight shoes easy. Cures
aching, swollen, sweating feet, blisters and
callous spots. Relieves Chilblains corns and
bunions of all pain and gives rest and con-foTry It today. Sold by all Druggists
and Shoe Stores, 26. Don't accept any
substitute. Trial package FKEK. Address,
N. Y
A powder

e.

A Full Line of

Jest Arrived.

Cztfy

IjUUERS'

rt.

NIGHT CALLS ANSWERED.

Allen S. Olmstead, Le Roy.

N,

HUE SCO,

CPdLES

WACJSER
Furniture Company.

Just received a handsome line

JUST RECEIVED

A

of Mission Furniture in sets
and single pieces; also Brass ard Iron Beds of Latest Pattern.

EMBALMING

Fresh lot of

JVew

Brthat

York

A SPECIALTY.

Flour

San Francisco St 'Phone 10
'Phone No 1
Night Call
306--

accept no
for
other, but knnVstamp
aualorl ft
fit..
1
lull iaruoaiart anu uiroouuiw
to ladlfi. M A K J KL t'O.
14 Kat Hid Street. JiKW VOBK.

8

In 10 pound Sacks or
in Bulk
DIAMONDS

H C. YON17-

-

WATCHBS

Also have a fine line of

Iaple

lirtiiMrlat fnT 1ft.

MARVEL,
lend

AND

UNDERTAKING

Sorghum

and other fancy

r'qht

ol"

RIGHT 8ERVICE

MEXICAN FILIGREE
--JEWELERY-

Eyea Tatted and

Fitted by Up
Method.

CUT OLA33 CHINA AND 8ILVERWARE.
346 8an Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.

TABLE SYRUPS

OPERA HOUSE
A. II. Dottelbacli Z2s

Primrose Butter

EVERY JEVENING

The Valley Ranch.

NONE BETTER.

The most beautiful location on the most beautiful
river (The Pecos) in New Mexico. Weather warm, dry and
delightful. Can accommodate a limited number of guests.

Change of Program every

MONDAY

OF EVERY LINE OF GOODS
during the month of April. Come and convince yourself. Mo trouble to show goods

If

ALABASTINE

cieanw

1887

Become a member at any time. Continuous Series of Stock. An Ideal war! to
save money or to build homes.
OHA8 HASPELMATH. President.
.
R. J. ORIOHTON Secretary,
J. P. VICTORY, Solicitor,
Room 18 Laugblln Block.

plete stock of fine poles,
choice flies excellent lines
dependable reels, and no
velty canvas and wicker
baskets ever shown in
Santa Fe.They are reason
able too. Note the east

degrees

It LutercKted and thould know

vni-.-

BUILDING

RFADy FOR IT?

the
WE AKE,iith
most com

and of late years especially she has
had charge of a numlwr of successful
threatrical performances in this city
for tho benefit of tho Woman's Board
of Trade.
The Rev. Karl Ward Pearce of Albuquerque will occupy the pulpit at
Methodist
St.
John's
Episcopal
church tomorrow evening. Rev. Pearce
is an evangelist of considerable experience and a cordial invitation Is extended to all to attend this service
and hear him.
The man who has been noticed
prowling around the city for the past
few days and nights was arrested at
noon today by Justice of the Peace
Henry Pacheco, charged with vagrancy, he having no visible means of
support. This man is believed to be
the same one who has been prowling around residences at night and
who has scared some people, although
this is not fully established. He was
given two hours in which to leave the
city.
Yesterday was favorable weather in
every respect. The maximum temper
ature was 70 degrees at 1:15 p. m.,
and the minimum temperature was 46
degrees. Tho mean temperature was
58 degrees. The departure from normal was 44 degrees. The relative humid
ity esterday was 6 a. m., was 50 per
cent and at 6 p. m., 17 per cent. The
average relative humidity for the day
was 34 per cent. The lowest tempera

fthnnt thA ivniw1irf ill

tyUTUAL

ARH YOU

est to the
"Jim" Lopez

.MARVEL WhirlingSpray
XIM new t
pyrluce..
con vru

TrE

Begins the 15 Inst.

Southeaxt Corner I'Utza.

ture during last night was
and the temperature at 6
day was 45 degrees.
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FISHING SEASONS

Special low prices will be
made on all Body Hats,
Muslin Bonnets, Stamped
Linen and Pillow Tops.

querque

CALL

4 THE

MISS. A. MUGIER

All-Sta-

FINE M6S. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES, HICKS.

.

LADIES

(minor citTtopics)

;

If you are thrifty, you have some of your money left over.
The extra money is the foundation for future riches, if you
will only persistently save it. What if it does only amount
re
to a few dimes or nickels a
are going to be a great
many days in your life! and these dimes and nickels will
grow into a good large sum.
The oportunity may come, when a few hundred dollars
might change your whole financial condition; Might mean
buying an interest in some growing business; Might give
you a chance to grasp your next opportunity.

THE UNITED

FB NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FR N. 21

SANTA.

SATURDAY, MAY 9, 1908.

WEDNESDAY

H.

S. KAUHE ft CO.

AND FRIDAY.
AtfmlMlM

.tUurvtf Motion
Door Open

t

19o
20o

at 7 O'clock; Porformanct

1M and 1:90 O'clock.

Out

of Doors Life

Horse back riding and driving Pishing (after May
hunting, and camping. A big ranch in full operation.

.

nut it.

Address The Valley Ranch.

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

IB)
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KEEP THE KIDNEYS WELL.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Santa Fe Central

Palace.
Phillips, Taos; John J. Donovan, Denver; E. W. Furry, Albuquerque; M. Pfaelzer, Chicago; A. Marks,
Chicago; George Lcvesqosl, Denver.
Claire.
W. B. Randall, Chicago; Smith II.
Simpson, Taos; B. S. Phillips, Buck- man; Will R. Hill, Chicago; Adolph
Lowy-erDenver; Charles N. Shannon,
Freeman, Illinois; R. L. Cock, Kansas
City.
Normahdie.
John M. Leuch, Las Cruces; George
Mothers, Oklahoma City; Loo Pierce,
Oklahoma City; M. W. Raley, Pagoga
Springs, Colorado; J. J. Selby, Ard; C.
C. Selby, Ard; C. M. Rogers, Pittsburg
Kansas; J. W. Sayles and wife, Kan- sas City; S. F. Garcia, Las Vegas; O.
C. King, Espanola; John Phelps and
son, El Paso.
Coronado.
F. S. Gould, Pratt. Kansas; Fred
W. Rhodes, Kansas City; O. Carlson,
Denver; Joe Bauman, Albuquerque,

way

SATURDAY, MAY

FRATERNAL

Health is Worth Saving, and Some
Santa Fe People' Know How to
Save It.

B. G.

9, 1908.

SOCIETIES

MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge No.
Many Santa Fe people take their
1, A. F. & A. M. Regu-ta- r
lives In their hands by neglecting the
communication first
kidneys when they know these organs
Monday of each month
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there
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vouch for their efficiency. At intervals ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
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business.
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Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar ing diseases:. Paralysis, Rheumatism
made since 1836
gispaicn'
sid the institute than attempting to.
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At
mi'.
tATAio net fo rut Mum
anco 8tation, on the Denver and Rio Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's Disease
omousneis ana uon.pauon.
take care of nIraself so he came back
A J TOWER CO. BOSTON, U.V'
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
TOAONTO. CAN.
Grande Railroad, from which point a of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and MercurCANADIAN r.O. LIMlTCD.
ial
Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La ousness and constipation, which made
dally line of stage runs to the springs.
wnnam W. Roberts, from Lincoln
The temperature of these waters, is Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc. life miserable for me. My appetite fail- who
at the same time,
county,
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per ed me. I lost my usual force and vi- - has not Vit escaped
heen fiisvf.ivi
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate day; $15 per week; $50 per month. tality. Pepsin preparations and cathar- - believed to be
attempting to reach the
very dry and delightful the entire year Stage meets Denver trains and waits tica only made matters worse. I do notiranch from whlch he was brought to
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of
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can
other
Camp
leave
Santa Fe at 9 a. m. lieve the ill feelings at once, strength
contagisumption, cancer,
One who suffers from chronic conColorado Springs and Pueblo is Via the
ous diseases, are not accepted. These and reach Ojo Caliente at 4 p. m., the en the digestive functions, purify the
stipation is in danger of many seri
waters contain 1,626.24 grains of alka- same day. For further particulars ad stomach, liver and blood, helping the ous
ailments. Foley's Orino Laxative
line salts to the gallon, being the rich- - dress:
system to do Its work naturally. Mrs. cures .chronic constiuatlon as it aids
Rosa Potts, Birmingham, Ala. These
digestion and stimulates the liver and
tablets are for sale by all druggists.
bowels, restoring the natural action
Through the fertile San
valley, Also to the San
cf
Colorado.
of these organs. Commence taking it
Juan
j .
country
OJo Caliente, Taos County.
It Is an admitted tact that real es today and you will feel better at
For information as to rates, train service, descriptive
'
tate, financial men and merchants all; once. Foley's Orino Laxative does
literature, etc., call on or address 8. K. HOOPER, Q. P. A T. A.
say that quickest and best results are not nauseate or gripe and is pleasant
H.
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McBRIDE, Agent
For anything and everything appertaining to Printing it Binding obtained by advertising In the New to take. Refuse substitutes. Sold at
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ing East and West from Chicago. Kansas City, OalTeston
and points East to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso
and Old Mexico.
1,000 business and residence
out with broad 80 and

lot, alto

21x141 feet laid

streets, with alleys 20 feet
wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old
70-fo- ot

shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; churches; large mercantile establishments; the Belen Patent
Roller Mill, capacity 180 barrels daily; large winery; three
hotels, Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people;

BELEI

several restaurants, etc. Belen is the largest shipping point
for wood, flour, wheat, wine, bians and hay in Central New

Its importance

great commercial railroad city

as a

in the near future cannot

j

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico,
of Santa Fe R'y
Located on Helen Cut-of- f
ALL FAST

The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

Belen ii 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the
junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe SyBtem lead-

Mexico.

the

memi

Our prices of lots

art

low and terms

title perfect; warranty deeds.
cash.

One-thir-

oi cuy payments;;

purchase money,
may remain on note, with mortgage ai
for one year, with 8 per cent interest thereon.

Two-thir-

d

ds

Apply at once for map and prices if yoi wish to secure
the choicest lots.

BERGER, Secretary.

Towa aad Improvement Company
j

.
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q Santa F

O
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Santa Ro

TjMorlarty

female tonic. ; For sale at all drug stores.

wn

Jos

On
Moorhead, of Archibald, I. T., writes: "My wife had suffered for years from female trouble.
I gave her the Cardui Home Treatment, and now she hardly suffers at alL" Sold by
advice.
your
druggist.

lAJDITC I1C k
J-2-

llltllC

0

THE FIRST AMERICANS IN
THE COLORADO-NEMEXICO
ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION.
From

well-kno-

M

hotel

wine osCardui

Treat

firat-cki-

w

You naturally would prefer to treat yourself at home, for any form of female
trouble, wouldn't you? Well, it can be done. No reason why you should not
be able to relieve or cure your suffering, as thousands of other women have
done, by proper use of the Cardui Home Treatment. Begin by taking

V? A

AND

bakery, tailor shop, shoe houss,jew-eler- ,
plumbing shop, planing mill, coal and wood yard,
modem
drug store, harness shop etc. etc. ; alto a Irvt-cla-

el. We need a

.

Homo

MAIL

EXPRESS,

The lots offered are in the center of the city, well gradei
(many of them improved by cultivation) ; no sand or grav-

TOWJttSITE
WM. M.

LIMITED

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

JOHN BECKER, President

bt estimated.

Tfoe Belen

(Continued
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fflmsfrtted Boole for Women.
It yaa need Medics!
today for fr eon of va!abl M-- pt
Advice, describe your symptoms, statins as, and reply will ba sent In plain sealed mve'ope.
Address: Ladles Advisory Dept.. The Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga. Tenn.
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BASE BALL SCORES.

EARLY HISTORY OF

WAWTS

FRT GARLAND

STANDING OF THE TEAMS.
National League.
Judge Wilbur F. Stone of Denver,
Clubs
Won. Lost. P. C.
Gives Interesting Sketch of Old
4
11
.733
Colorado Military Post.
Chicago

Page Three.)

Fort Bent on the north bank of the Ar4
9
.092
Pittsburg
kansas at a point a few miles east of
"
7
.588
Judge Wilbud F. Stone of Denver, New York ........... .10
the present town of Lamar, evidently
8
.10
.556
with an expectation of selling it to the Colorado, who, as an associate justice Boston
9
.500
of the former Court of Private Land Philadelphia ... .... 9
United States for military uses.
C
7
.407
Claims, is pleasantly remembered In Cincinnati
Trading Posts Bring No Change In Santa Fe, contributes an
12
..." 7
.3G8
interesting Brooklyn ..
Country.
3
14
historical note to yesterday's Denver St. Louis
.176
Negotiations to this end were open- - Republican, regarding Fort Garland in
ed soon afterward, but as with the Old Colorado
south of the New Mex- American League.
post, they dragged, and Bent In the'lco boundary. He says:
Clubs
Won. Lost. P. C.
meantime used the new building for
utah. creek aiways was and stm New York
7
.11
.611
was
trade. However, a bargain finally
la known and caIed ute creek (after Cleveland
9
6
.600
struck, and the government took
ute Indians,) and is a tributary, of Philadelphia ,
8
11
.579
session of the new Fort Bent early in jthe Rlo Trinchera, and runs through St. Louis
8
8
.500
Wise.
1850, renaming it Fort
trie grounds of Fort Garland.
Frt Boston
11
8
.421
The better part of half a century of Massachusetts was located about two Washington
7
11
.389
fur gathering and trading posts had miles up stream on Ute Creek, above Detroit
10
5
.333
.
wrought no appreciable change in the the point where Fort Garland was
region they occupied, aside from the afterwards located. The reason for the
Western League.
havoc among the small animals which change was, that, as the site of Fort
Won. Lost. P.C.
Clubs
bore the finer pelts, nor would one Massachusetts, was up on the foothills Sioux
6
.667
,12
City
thousand years of such occupancy on a narrow bench under the steep Omaha
fi
.647
...11
snowslldes Denver
have worked any more. As in other sides of Mount Blanca,
12
7
.632
parts of the West the fur trading per- came down and threatened Its destruc- Des Moines
8
.421
It
iod In the land of Colorado was not a tion. Besides, that location was close- Lincoln
12
7
.368
constructive period. It made no per- ly surrounded by pine woods, ob Pueblo .....I.......... 5" 12
.294
manent Impression upon the face of structing the view from the fort out
nature, and when the traders aban- upon the great open valley of the Rio
National League.
doned their stations and went away Grande, and furnishing an easy amAt
Philadelphia 4;
Philadelphia
forever they left the country in the bush for the approach of Indians or Brooklyn 3. ...
same condition In which they had other enemies through the trees to
..
R.H.E.
found It. At no time In the strange the very walls of the post. That site
3 4 1
;.
Brooklyn
and wild life they lived the like of was therefore abandoned and the new
4
4 11
....
Philadelphia
which never shall be seen again in post established farther down the riv- Batteries
and , Bergen;
Mclntyre
this world had either trader or trap- er, and out upon the open plain.where McQuillan and Doom.
per planted anything that took deep a large ditch was made, turning most
At St. Iwls St. Louis 3; Cincin
root In the soil; nor had either cared of the water so as to run in a wide
nati 2.
"
to uncover and develop the talent that gravelly channel directly through the
R.H.E.
...u
nature for ages and ages had kept plaza of the Fort, so that the garri- St.lLouis
3 9 0
....
son could have been access to water
buried In the ground.
2 5 1
Cincinnati
without going outside the enclosure;
Batteries Raymond and Marshall;
and this new post was named in honor
Mr. John Riha of Vinlng, la., says,
Coakley, Tozerand McLean.
of General Garland.
At
Pittsburg Pittsburg - Chicago
DeWitt's
"I have been selling
Kidney "I have been familiar with Fort Garand Bladder Pill for about a year and land and all that country since an ear game postponed on account of rain.
New York New
they give better satisfaction than any ly day, having spent some weeks there At
on account of rain.'
game
postponed
Ireland
sold."
Sold
The
I
ever
by
pill
first In 1863, and visited the site of old
Pharmacy.
Fort Massachusetts with some army
American League.
friends and one or two of the oldest
At
Washington 3;
Washington
Headquarters for wedding cards and settlers who lived In that region years Philadelphia 2.
announcements, at the New Mexican before Fort Massachusetts was estab
R.H.E
lished. "
Printing company, Santa Fe.
3 7 1
Washington
2 7 2
Philadelphia
Batteries Hughes and Street;
Is to lore children, and no home
and Schreck.

FOR
RENT Nicely
furnished
rooms for light housekeeping. Apply
"M" office.
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WANTED Agents, $83 per month,
combination dipintroducing
per. Experience unnecessary. Outfit
free. Thomas Co., Desk 364, Dayton,

j 3L

V

,

jAlaiuogoma

Ohio.

.

.

pos-jth- e

lumbus 4.
At Minneapolis

.

j

..............

i

J

............

Minneapolis

5;

1.

At St. Paul

St. Paul 7; Louisvill

2.

At Milwaukee
do 7.

Milwaukee

2; Tole-

"Health Coffee" is really the closest
Coffee Imitation ever yet produced.
This clever Coffee Substitute was re i
cently produced by Dr. Shoop of Ra
cine, Wis. Not a grain of real coffea
in it either. Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee
Is made from pure
toasted grains,
with malt, nuts, etc. Really it would
fool an expert who might drink it for
Coffee. No 20 or 30 minutes tedious
boiling. "Made In a Minute" says the
Co.
doctor. Sold by Cartwrlght-Davl- s

STUDY THE MAP.
The natural point on the new A. T. & S. F. Cut-Ofor the distribution of
freight, having the advantage of the easy grades and short route to the
East and West ,and direct communication with all points in the Territory.
Wholesale houses are coming to Willard as soon as the Cut-Of- f
Is open. Surrounded by a fine farming country. The purest water in New Mexico. The
geographical center of Torrance county and of New Mexico. The water
S. F. short line through New Mexico, Willard Is
point on the great A. T.
a growing town. Willard will make a city. Study the map. For information
call or address
FRANK L. WALRATH, REAL ESTATE,..
Willard, New Mexico.
ff

V

..................

,

York-Bosto-

-

can be completely happy with
out them, yet the ordeal through
which the expectant mother
must pass usually ia to full of suffering,
danger and fear that she looks forward
to the critical hour with apprehension
and dread. Mother's Friend, by its pene
trating and soothing properties, allays nausea, nervousness, and
all unpleasant feelings, and so prepares the system for .the
ordeal that she passes through
the event safely and with but
little suffering, as numbers have
testified and said; "it is worth
its weight in gold." $1.00 per
bottle of druggists.
Book containing
valuable information mailed free.
fKE GUBflFLP REGULATOR CO.. Atlanta. 6a.
U

Wire

At Boston
New York.
Boston

Boston 0;

...........

n

GIRL ELOPES TWICE
WITHIN THREE WEEKS
Las Vegas, N. M., May 9. Heading
for Denver and happiness, Mrs. A. L.
Mitchell and Frank Harrison wenr
north on Santa Fe train No. 8 last
night. It is the girl's second elopment
in three weeks.
She left her home in April and married A. L. Mitchell, without her mother's consent or knowledge, merely telephoning that she was a bride. At that
time she was engaged to Harrison.
Last night, while her husband, who
is an engineer, was aosent from the
city on his run, she took her clothes
and reinstated lover and vanished.
8ERIOUS RESULTS

FEARED.

fear serious results
from a cough or cold, as pneumonia
and consumption start with a cold.
Foley's Honey and Tar cures the
New York 5. most obstinate coughs or colds and
R.H.E. prevents serious results. Refuse sub3 12 1
stitutes. Sold at The Ireland's
You may well

.'. 0 8 1
Batteries Manning and Klelnow;
Winters, Nurchlll and Carrigan.
VISITING CARDS.
At Cleveland Cleveland - Detroit
The New Mexican Printing company
game postponed on account of rain.
has on hand a large supply of pads
At Chicago Chlcago-St- .
Louis game and tablets suitable for school work,
postponed on account of wet grounds. the desk, and also for lawyers and
merchants; good anywhere. We will
Western League.
ell them at five cents In book form.
At Des Moines Sioux City 7; Des
Moines 1.
It is a pity to see a person neglect
r
r. H. E. indications of kidney or bladder
.;( ;
1 5 4 trouble that may result in Bright's dis
Des Moines . . . . .... . .
7 9 4 ease when Foley's Kidney Remedy
Sioux City
Batteries Clark and Hopkins; Fur-che- r will
and
correct
Irregularities
and Henry.
strengthen these organs. Take Foley's
kidney Remedy at the first sign of
American Association,
danger. Sold at The Ireland's
At Kansas City Kansas City 6; Co- -

.......

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

111 Parts

of tbe World

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States, Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

J D. BARNES. Agent
La

I
!

i

CORRICK CARRIAGE

CO.

Hak & iuss Un
120 San Francisco St

Call up 132 Black for Carriages.
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C ART WRIGHT.D A VIS CO.

SOCIAL

No. 250 San Francisco Street

Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market.

Tele-

phone No. 49.

GQCES,

BAIS,

RIPE OLIVES.
Ripe olives are healthful and nutrl
tlous.
oil by
They are
volume. We are now offering '.hrm in
three sizes:
Pints, 25 cent3, quarts,
40 cents; gallons, $1.25. All packed In
trn. Tin preserves them from the action of sunlight which is very
one-thir-

d

BUTCHERS!

still headquarters. Always everything
to be had In beef, pork, mutton, veal,
fresh fish and poultry.
WASHED FIGS.

Our fresh figs in yellow carton"? are
carefully cleansed and then carefully
packed in dust proof cartons. "These
figs retain their natural shape, never
GRAPE JUICE.
having been thumbed or stretched as
and con- are the layer figs. Genuine Smyrna
Grape juice is
tains unchanged the sugar of the figs of the finest flavor. Per carton, 25
grape as well as the acids and salts. cents.
This renders it nutritious and thirst
MONSOON
PRESERVES.
for
quenching.
Especially valuable
for convalescents from fevers, etc. It
sustains the strength with out unduly
These are made from fresh whole
increasing the temperature. A mild fruit of the best quality and pure sulaxative it is desireable for persons gar, nothing else. They are packed in
of sedentery habits.
sanitary tins. No solder. Per tin 25
Welch's Concord juice, pints 30 cents. Strawberry, cherry, red raspcents; $3 a dozen; Angelus, Muscatel, berry and pineapple.
or zmiandel, JO cents per pint, $2.75
FANCY TEAS.
per dozen.
Under this name Chase & Sanborn
AN OLIVE SNAP.
pack four flavors or varieties of extra
We have secured a few dozen fifty high grade toa in
pound
cent size Spanish Queen olives which sealed canisters. See that the seal is
we can oiler at thirty-fiv- e
cents per not broken. We sell all at the uniform
cents.
jar. Ask for the "N" brand. This is a price of thirty-fiv- e
FANCY Formosa Oolong is delicatebargain.
ly fragrant of fine bouquet and flavor
FANCY Ceylon and India is an exquiPINEAPPLES.
25
a
few
dozen
of
those
cent
site blending of Golden Tip Ceylon
Only
cans of pineapple left. They still go at and Darjeeling India.
20 cents per No. 2 tiu
FANCY English Breakfast is of the
best high grown leaf and in the cup is
of surpassing richness and fullness of
FRESH MEATS.
For high grade fresh meats1 we are flavor.
c

one-fourt- h
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Woodruff, who was then chief commissary of subsistence of the district of Now Mexico and .who spent
five years here with his family. General Woodruff is now retired and lives
in Berkeley, California. He reads the
Daily New Mexican and keeps posted
on Santa Fe affairs. The following
letter has Just been received by this
paper and will be road with interest
by the older residents of the city with

ANDPRSONAL

(Continued

ffl

From Page Five.)

A. J. Fischer, the
will
druggist,
leave tomorrow afternoon for Las
Baklnrf
Vegas on a short business trip.
Damo rumor has It that the marPowder,
being in
riage of two well known people of
preparadispensable
Santa Fe will take place early next
of
our
tion
food,
week.
Woodruff
Mrs.
whom Colonel and
Professor V. G. Tight, president of were great favorites:
be free from noxious ingredients
the University of New Mexico, has
"I enjoy the New Mexican. You
accepted an iuvitation to deliver the don't seem to have lost any of
Complete
address at the High School com- your old time vigor of expression.
unquesmencement In this city on May 22d.
I enclose a clipping from the Call that
The Enavant Club met last Monday may interest you. Ensign Charles
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Henry
Woodruff was born in good old
Woodruff. Roll call was responded to Santa Fe.
with suggestions for next year's pro j "Mrs. Woodruff joins me in kind regram. Officers for the ensuing year membrance to Mrs. Frost. I have alwere elected, after which the meeting ways had pleasant memories of my
I
adjourned.
Ave years' service at Santa Fe.
J ion.
J. P. Victory returned today love the town and the people.
from Albuuerque where he attended
"With best wishes,
the annual encampment of tho terri"Sincerely,
torial Grand Army of the Republic.
"C. A. WOODRUFF."
Mr. Victory was honored by the vetThe clipping above referred to aperans who chose him department
peared in the San Francisco Call of
commander for the ensuing year.
recent date and Is in the nature of a
notice of EnAssistant United States Attorney S. very complimentary
A.
of
Woodruff
P. Davis, Jr., of Las Vegas, who has sign
tarCharles
been on a visit to relatives In Middle-to- the United States third class cruishealth-givin- g
Connecticut, with his family and er Albany, which is now undergoing
from
Is
his sister-in-lahas returned home. extensive repairs at the San rancis-cin
Mrs. Davis and sister Miss Zano La- after
engaged
navy yard
having
Rue will remain in the east the groat- - target practice at Magdalena Bay.
Poisonous Ingredients are found In the
or part of tho summer visiting rela Says the Call:
low-price- d
baking powders. Their
tives of Mr. Davis.
"The navy department does not peractive
to
be made public, but
Mrs. Frost entertained the Satur mit the scores
principle Is a mineral add dei
from
of
rived
that
as
an
Club
this
afternoon
the
at
accomplishment proud
sulphuric acid, oU ol vitriol
day Brldgo
Frost residence 252 Pa'ace Avenue. the Albany's at Magdalena Bay can
Three new members have joined tho not be hidden altogether. For inclub. They are inrs. Jaffa, Mrs. Er- - stance, it is known that the Albany's
Study the label and tray
only baking powder Bade
vien and Mrs. Shearon. .The guests port 5 inch battery, out of 144 shots
from cream ol tartar
from
a
This
136
at
hits.
were
Mrs.
Miss
scored
and
target
today
Bridgeman
1,400 to 1,060 yards away, with the
Kniglii.
gait. Out
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Haynes enter cruiser going at a
were
66
66
hits
shots
of
first
the
tained informally at cards on ThursWOOL MARKET.
ADDRESSES BY EMINENT MEN.
the
This
scored.
way,
by
battery,
the
at
residence
day evening
St.
Haynes
Louis,
May 9. Wool steady and
guns, was comon Johnson street. "Five Hundred" made up of five
From
unchanged.
(Continued
One.)
Page
A.
Charles
furnished the diversion, the game be manded by Midshipman
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
who fired the first six shots
ing played at five tables. Dainty re- Woodruff,
sources had come to a critical focus.
Woodruff
hits.
six
scored
himself
and
Chicago May 9 Wb eat May 105
freshments were served at the close
In his official capacity he was obliged
July 92
of the evening and tho affair was is a son of General Woodruff, retired, to deal with the friction which devel
U. S. A., now a resident of this city.
Corn
greatly enioyed by those present.
May 72
July 64
his oped between farmers and other citireceived
45
Oats May 54
The Fifteen Club met yesterday Woodruff recently has
July
zens
one
on
and
the
the
hydrauhand,
13.65.
Pork
13.45;
with Mrs. Marsh, Mrs. Thomas presid- commission as an ensign."
May
July
lic miners on the other.
Hydraulic
Lard May 8.45; July 8.55.
ing. The program consisted of quomining has been the means of filling
Ribs May 7.20; July 7.32
tations from Thackeray; the story of
beds of streams and causing floods. In
Mrs.
LIVESTOCK.
Thackeray's
Fair," by
his administration too, the drainage of
Marsh, and a reading from "Vanity
thousands' of acres of land along the
Kansas City, Mo., May 9. Cattle
(Continued From Page Four.)
Fair" by Mrs. Doyle. After Current
Sacramento was a burning issue, and 200. Market steady. Southern steers
Events, tho club adjourned to meet on
there was a great deal of agitation $4. 50 ?.. 50; southern cows, $4.00
All trains are reported on time this
May 22d at tho home of Mrs. New-halfor the Iron Canyon Irrigation project, 5; stockers and feeders, $3.755.60;
Rio
and
Denver
evening except the
Mrs. Victory to preside.
the fate of which still hangs in the bulls, $3.506; calves, $3. 75 6.00;
Grande which is three hours late.
In connection with his visit to
l
western steers, $5. 25 6. 80; western
a balance.
Dr. James A. Massie received
to deliver the commencement adIs known in connection cows, $3.755.50.
Carey
Judge
the sad inteldress at the Military Institute, Hon. telegram today giving
with the land laws for the legislation
Hogs 5,000. Market strong. Bulk
of
of
the
death
George Y. which bears his name. This was
ligence
L. B. Prince Is preparing a lecture'
of sales, $5.455.55; heavy $5.50.
home
at
in
his
Aberdeen,
for use in that city and Carlsbad on Reynolds,
butchers.
5.62
i when Judge Carey was a mempackers and
deceased spent last
"The Pecos Valley in History." There Mississippi. The
and $5.4006; light, $5.305.55; pigs, $4
States
cf
United
ber
the
Senate,
summer
was
in Santa Fe and
a guest
is a general Idea that &H the romance
4.75.
restricted holdings to 160 acres.
St. Vincent's Sanitarium. He left
of the Spanish occupation was con- at
H. A. Jastro is president of the
None on the market today.
Sheep
for his Mississippi home in Decemfined to the Rio Grande, and that the
American National Live stock Assoc!-atio- Market nominally to' steady.
In
ber
Santa
last.
his
During
stay
Pecos has no part In ancient story,
and 19 recognized by stock mtn
Fe he made many friends who will
but the fact is that enough can ' be
as a leading authority on grazing and
be pained to learn of his death.
NOTICE FOR THE PURCHASE OF
stock raising. He has Been actively
gleaned from the old chronicles to
BRICK.
make a very interesting recital with
identified with the development of the
Is
Notice
hereby given that sealed
west and Is one of the west's foremost
regards to the latter. In this lecture NEW MEXICO REPORTS
be
bids
received for the making
will
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